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Abstract

The digital multi-channel audio market is growing rapidly these days. The increasing bit rate
requires large amounts of data space. Compression is desired to reduce the required space.
Audio coding offers a method of compression by employing the masking phenomenon.
Transform coding is one type of audio coding. There's a request for knowledge about this
kind of coding. To become familiar with transform coding a software encoder is implemented.

The general operation of such an encoder is a transformation from time-domain sampled
audio to frequency domain coefficients. The frequency coefficients are separated into
exponents and mantissas. The mantissas are stored with limited accuracy. The bit allocation
process determines how many bits are spent to each mantissa. The quantiser performs the
actual rounding step. Finally the exponents and mantissas are packed into the output bit
stream together with all required side information.

Differentiation is made between two bit allocation methods: forward adaptive and backward
adaptive bit allocation. The former transmits the entire bit allocation in the coded bit stream,
the latter recomputes it in the decoder from the audio data. The output of the encoder may
have a fixed bit rate or a variabie bit rate. The encoder implemented here includes some
unique features, especially made for research purposes.

A subjective audio quality test has been performed. It shows up that the encoder implemented
here seems to have comparable performance to functionally similar encoders available in the
market. The audio encoding system used here combines a relatively simple coding algorithm
compared to other audio codecs with reasonable compression gain. The coding system for
which the encoder was implemented seems to be a serious competitor to others in the market.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Digital audio processing and storage
In today' s audio equipment market most of the audio processing and storage occurs in the
digital domain. This means that the audio input signal is sampled at discrete time intervals and
the audio level is rounded to a limited number of allowed values: the audio signal is made
time discrete and amplitude discrete. This digital representation of the audio signal can be
stored on a disc or a tape. When playing back an inverse operation is performed. The digital
representation is translated back into analogue form. The process can be summarised as
shown in Figure 1-1.

audio
source

analogue-to storage device or digital-to
-------0 digital converter -------0 transmission system -------0 analogue converter -- listener

Figure 1-1: audio chain from souree to listener

The most common example of this practice is found in the Compact Disc system. On a CD
audio is recorded with 16 bits per sample which gives 216 = 65536 amplitude levels. This is
done at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. CD audio is usually recorded in stereo, so two
independent channels called left and right are used.

Nowadays a request for more than two audio channels shows up. In the professional as well as
in the consumer market multi-channel audio becomes more and more general practice. In the
cinema industry multi-channel audio is already well-known. In consumer electronics Dolby
Surround and Dolby Pro Logic Surround are systems that offer pseudo- 4-channel audio for
home equipment. These systems use three speakers, the so-called surround speakers and one
centre speaker in addition to the usualleft and right speakers. The centre speaker is located in
between the left and right speakers. The centre channel contains the speech information of the
movie track for instance. The surround speakers are located behind the listener.

In the Dolby Surround system the surround and centre speakers are not fed by independent
channels. Instead, the recorded audio track has two channels containing a mix of the stereo
channels and the surround and centre information. While playing back the recorded audio
track the surround audio signal and the centre channel are extracted from the mix and sent to
the appropriate speakers. In this way a perfect channel separation will never be obtained.

1.2 The 5.1 channel speaker setup
It's desirabie to have all audio channels independently coded aiming at a better channel
separation. Furthermore, a Low Frequency Effects (LFE) channel might be added, especially
for cinema and home video applications. The LFE channel drives a subwoofer. This
subwoofer is designed for cinema applications. The LFE channel is used by movies
containing high sound pressure low frequency effects. The frequency range of the LFE is
limited from 3 Hz to 120 Hz. The complete speaker setup is shown in Figure 1-2.
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ICentre I

Figure 1-2: 5.1 channel speaker configuration

The location ofthe LFE subwoofer is not critical. Due to the relatively long wavelength (a
100 Hz tone has a wavelength of 3.3 m) the human hearing is not sensitive to the position of
the souree ofthe LFE audio. The other speakers are placed as shown above. This
configuration is often called 5.1 channel because of the 5 full bandwidth (FBW) channels and
one subwoofer.

1.3 The need (or data compression
The increasing number of audio channels from two to six requires more data per second to be
stored. The bit rate is the most cornmon unit to indicate the required number of bits to store
one second of audio and is mostly expressed in kilobits per second (kbps). For CD audio the
bit rate can be computed as follows.

samples bit
2 channels x 44100 x 16 ---

sec sample
1411 kbps

In other words, 10.1 Mbyte is needed to store 1 minute of stereo audio.

In a professional environment 48 kHz sample rate and 24 bit per sample are more customary.
If this computation is done again for 5 channel audio under suchlike conditions the following
bit rate is obtained.

samples bit
5 channels x 48000 x 24 = 5740 kbps

sec sample
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For storage this corresponds to 41.2 Mbyte per minute recorded audio. These high bit rates
(even without an LFE channel) make multi-channel audio inconvenient for transmission or
storage on disco For this reason data reduction is required to make multi-channel suitable for
applications like Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) or radio broadcasting.

Reduction of the amount of data per second can be done in two ways. The first is called loss
less coding and offers an exact image after reconstruction. An example of this coding method
is the Huffman coding. This type of coding is usually opted for when storing computer data
where exact reconstruction is a prerequisite. When Huffman coding would be used for audio
compression absolutely no coding distortion would occur in the reconstructed audio file.
However, Huffman coding is not the best way when coding audio because audio data behaves
much like random data. As a result of this the compression rate is poor.

A more effective way of audio coding is perceptual coding allowing some loss of data in the
reconstructed audio file but in such a way that no distortion is audible. This is peculiar to
audio coding because use can be made of the characteristics of the human hearing. Perceptual
coding is sometimes referred to as lossy coding. Next chapter goes into this way of coding.
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2. Audio coding

The main goal of audio coding is reducing the amount of data needed for audio storage or
transport. This is done in such a way that for a certain level of audio quality the bit rate is
minirnised. There's a trade offbetween audio quality and bit rate. Generally speaking a higher
audio quality requires a higher bit rate. When the bit rate is limited to a given maximum the
aim of audio coding is to conserve as much as possible the original audio signal quality.

The number of bits per sample is an important figure when expressing in terms of audio
quality. Decreasing the number of bits per sample decreases the bit rate but introduces
quantisation noise. When limited to a certain level, this quantisation noise is not audible
because ofthe presence ofthe audio itself. This effect is called masking.

2.1 Masking
In general masking is the phenomenon that one sound becomes inaudible in the presence of
another. When no audio signal is heard the sensitivity of the human hearing as a function of
the frequency - the masking threshold - is shown in Figure 2-1. Horizontally the frequency is
displayed on a logarithmic scale. Vertically the sound pressure level is displayed on a relative
decibel scale: the maximum allowed input signal to the encoder is chosen to be a reference. By
definition the power of a sine wave with amplitude I (exact) at the input is set to 96 dB
(exact). This is a deliberate choice, based on a chosen maximum reproduction level ofthe
audio signal. The masking threshold displayed is related to this definition. The minimum
input signal is silence and approaches -00 on the dB scale.

Relative
level
[dB]

90 ~

80 J
70 ~

60 I
50 J
40 ~

30 l
~

20 ~
§

10 ~

o ~~---~------------------+-----:

-10 t
-20 ~.

-30 ~

-40 =--§--'---'~--"--'---_---'-_-"--_-"-----'---'---L.Ll-'---_----'------==---'-~~_'______ ___.J

100
f [Hz]

Figure 2-1: Masking threshold in silence

When the power of an audio signal at the input is below the threshold the sound will not be
audible. Only sounds loud enough to exceed the threshold can be heard. The hearing threshold
varies from person to person. The threshold shown in Figure 2-1 is an average.
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The masking level changes when an audio signal is present. When for example a 1 kHz tone is
applied the masking threshold changes as depicted in Figure 2-2. The tone indicated by the
arrow is a sine wave at 90 dB. The thin line indicating the hearing threshold in silence is
copied from Figure 2-1.

- ---------------- -----------------------
90 ë

Relative 80 J
level 70 ;
[dB] 60 ~_

50 I
40 ~

30 ~
20 i
10 ~

o §-§__~ ~

-10 ~
-20 ~

-30 ~

-40~
1000100 f[Hz] 10000 20000

Figure 2-2: Masking threshold in presence of a 1 kHz sine wave at 90 dB

The upward shift ofthe masking threshold in this example indicates that the human hearing
becomes Iess sensitive in the frequency range around 1 kHz.

2.2 Masking employed in an audio encoder
Masking offers a way to reduce the amount of data required to store an audio fragment. Most
popular audio coding schemes store audio samples in the frequency domain. The input signal
is sampled in the time domain as depicted in Figure 1-1. A set ofN samples is transformed
into the frequency domain. The transform used is mostly a Discrete Fourier Transform with
N=5l2 or N= 1024 for instance. The frequency components are stored with a limited resolution
by restricting the number of bits with which they're coded. As long as the power ofthe
resulting quantisation noise remains under the masking threshold this noise will not be audible
and is therefore allowed. The optimum is reached when the distribution of the quantisation
noise is shaped according to the masking threshold. This is the basic principle on which audio
coding is based.

One of the most important challenges of audio coding is making a reliable prediction of the
masking threshold as a function of the input signal. Psycho acoustic models are used to
compute an estimation ofthe masking threshold. The reliability ofthe psycho acoustic model
mainly determines the final sound quality of an audio encoder.

In today's audio market several audio coding schemes are currently in use. Most important
systems among them are MPEG-2 audio and Dolby AC-3. Both coding schemes aim at
storing digital multi-channel audio in one bit stream while reducing the required bit rate by
employing the masking phenomenon.
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3. Implementation of a transform based audio encoder

In the MPEG-2 audio standard as weIl as in the AC-3 specification the syntax ofthe coded bit
streams are exactly defined. The same holds for the operation of a decoder. A bit stream will
always unambiguously be decoded to a signal intended for reproduction. Caused by the nature
of perceptual coding this signal is generally different from the original source signal prior to
encoding.

On the other hand, the operation of the encoder is not specified. This holds for MPEG as weIl
as for AC-3. The only restriction is that the encoder has to generate a valid bit stream based on
the original sampled wave form. Apart from that the encoder implementation is entire1y free.
This is done to allow quality improvements on the audio coding system without getting
incompatible with existing decoders. Furthermore this enables encoder complexity being
scaled to the application. A high end application may require more advanced coding
techniques than being offered by only a basic encoder.

3.1 Main objective of the graduate research
The research at Philips Consumer Electronics on audio coding is mainly concentrated on the
deve10pment of MPEG encoders and decoders. Besides this there's a growing interest in the
operation and performance of AC-3. AC-3 is a competing audio coding system deve10ped by
Dolby Labs, Inc. At Philips' there is a request for knowledge about advantages and the
drawbacks of AC-3. This knowledge can be obtained by implementing an AC-3 software
encoder

Purpose ofthis research is implementing an AC-3 5.1 channe1 audio encoder. On the basis of
this encoder the strengths and drawbacks of AC-3 audio coding will be analysed. The encoder
has to offer a sound quality as high as possible. Because ofthe freedom of design in the
encoder a stepwise approach will be followed. First a simple encoder which produces valid bit
streams will be designed. These bit streams can be perceptually evaluated. Subsequently the
simple encoder can be improved to obtain a sound quality as high as possible. The software
implementation has to be Wfitten in ANSI-C. Aspects conceming real-time solutions, such as
delay and memory usage have to be taken into account.

In this report the encoder is explained in a top-down style. This chapter discusses the main
building blocks ofthe AC-3 encoder and highlights the most important features. Next chapter
goes into the details ofthe implementation and the mathematics. Real-time design
considerations are also covered in the next chapter.

3.2 Basic overview of the AC-3 codec
A block diagram of the encoding process is shown in Figure 3-1. The block diagram is a
simplification of the implemented encoder but it illustrates its operation. The first step is the
transformation of the time domain samples at the input to a representation in the frequency
domain. The number of input channels can range from 1 to 6. The AC-3 decoder has to mute
channe1s for which no information is provided. The transform is performed for each channe1
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individually. The transformation is done by an analysis filter bank. A block of 512 samples is
multiplied by a window function and transformed to the frequency domain using a 512-point
eosine transform. The subsequent sample blocks have an overlap of 50% so every window
consists of256 new samples and 256 samples ofthe previous transform. The transform results
in 512 frequency coefficients. The choice ofthe window combined with the 50% overlap and
the input signal being real cause the bins of the negative frequencies to be equal to the positive
frequencies. Therefore the resulting power spectrum can be represented by 256 different
frequency coefficients. Refer to paragraph 4.5 for further information.

am

d

amples
quantised

Analysis Filter Exponents mantissas mantissas- Quantiser
Bank Strategy

exponents

Bitstream
Psycho

Bit packing

------< Acoustic - Allocation code
model AC-3

bit stre

exponents

PCMTime
S

Figure 3-1: Simplified block diagram ofthe AC-3 encoder

The transform coefficients are separated into exponents and mantissas according to

MDCT - coefficient = mantissa· 2-exponent

Mantissas are floating point numbers and their valid range is - 1~ mantissa < 1. This way the
choice for each mantissa is ambiguous. Initially the mantissas mare scaled to the range
- 1< m ~ -0.5 or 0.5 ~ m < 1. The exponents are integers in the range 0 ~ exponent ~ 24. The
exponents reflect an envelope of the original transformed signal. This envelope is the input for
the psycho-acoustic model. The psycho-acoustic model computes a masking threshold
dependent on the current input signal. The masking threshold indicates for each transform
coefficient the maximum amount of quantisation noise to be injected respectively how many
bits are minimally required to represent each mantissa. This process is called bit allocation.
The quantiser rounds the individual mantissas to the number of bits determined by the bit
allocation. The bit stream packing block formats the exponents and mantissas together with
other side information to valid AC-3 frames. Error checking information is added. An AC-3
frame consists of 6 audio blocks each containing 256 transform coefficients for every channel.
A frame contains 1536 transform coefficients for each channel. See Figure 3-2 and Table 3-1.
The AC-3 bit stream at the output is a sequence of AC-3 frames.
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AB 1 AB2 AB3 AB4 AB 5 AUX CRCISI IBSI IAB 0

Figure 3-2: Setup of an AC-3 frame

Table 3-1: Description of the fields in an AC-3 frame

Field Name Description
SI Synchronisation information Field required for decoders to check synchronisation

with the bit stream
BSI Bit stream information Field containing parameters describing the bit stream
AB Audio block Field storing the actual coded transform coefficients
AUX Auxiliary data Field containing any additional data to the main audio
CRC Cyclic redundancy check Field containing error checking information

An AC-3 decoder is largely the mirror ofthe encoder. Figure 3-3 shows the main elements of
an AC-3 decoder. First the bit stream is unpacked and error checking is performed. The bit
allocation information is derived from the output ofthe psycho acoustic model. This point
makes AC-3 different from other audio coding systems such as MPEG-2 for instance.

PCMTme
s

packed I

Samplemantissas Mantissa mantissas Synthesis Filter
unpacking Bank

exponents
Bitstream
unpacking Psycho Bit- Acoustic f-----<

Allocationcoded model
AC-3
stream

exponents

bit

Figure 3-3: Simplified block diagram of an AC-3 decoder

3.3 Bit allocation principles
In many audio coding systems the bit allocation for all mantissas is explicitly conveyed in the
bit stream as side information i.e. the coded bit stream contains information on how many bits
are used for each mantissa. This is called aforward-adaptive bit allocation strategy. This is
how MPEG audio coding operates. In forward-adaptive systems, the strategy for computing
the bit allocation is contained in the encoder only, and decoders use the received side
information to deformat the frequency coefficients. This makes the audio system flexible. In
case improved psycho acoustic models are developed there is no need in upgrading the
installed base of decoders in the market.
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A second strategy is called backward-adaptive allocation, in which the bit allocation is
computed in the encoder and then recomputed in the decoder. Since the computation is based
upon quantised information which is transmitted to the decoder anyway, the side information
to convey the bit allocation is not required. The bits which are saved can be used to encode the
frequency coefficients themselves. This is the main advantage of this system. A drawback is
that a backward-adaptive allocation strategy cannot be changed once the decoder design is
finalised because the bit stream has to remain compatible with the decoders already existing.

A solution to this problem is termed parametric bit allocation. This is in fact a backward
adaptive allocation but the psycho acoustic model is defined by several key variables which
influence the masking curve shape and amplitude, and hence the bit allocation. This technique
is employed in AC-3. The key variables - the so-called core bit allocation parameters - are
transmitted in the bit stream but consume less bits than the bit allocation information itself.
These core bit allocation parameters offer a method of dynamically adjusting the model to the
input signal being encoded. The processing path of the core bit allocation parameters is not
shown in Figure 3-3.

A second option to adjust the masking threshold available for AC-3 encoders is the use of
delta bit allocation. Signal conditions may arise in which the masking curve, and therefore the
bit allocation, cannot be sufficiently optimised using the parametric model mentioned above.
AC-3 audio coding contains a provision for adjusting the masking curve in accordance with
an independent psycho acoustic analysis. The differences between a second psycho acoustic
model and the core bit allocation can be transmitted in the bit stream by the use of delta codes.
These optional delta codes indicate an offset at an interval on the frequency scale. Delta bit
allocation is treated in detail in the next chapter.

3.4 Bit rate principles
The AC-3 specification supports bit streams to be coded at several predefined bit rates. The
requested bit rate at the encoder output is dependent on the application. The valid range
stretches from 32 kbps to 640 kbps at 18 discrete levels [1]. Variation in bit rate is obtained by
changing the length of the frames. Larger frames offer more bit space for the mantissas to be
encoded.

For each block of256 transform coefficients to be encoded the psycho acoustic model
determines the shape of the masking curve. The distance d(k) between the masking threshold
and the power spectral density (psd) ofthe input signal is a measure for the number of bits to
be spent for each mantissa. Here k indicates the frequency bin. When the psd does not exceed
the masking threshold the frequency component k is not audible and therefore not being
encoded. After the model has computed the masking threshold the bit allocation determines
the number of quantisation levels per bin. The masking threshold is used as the target noise
spectrum. An extra condition is that the total number of bits required must fit in the bit space
available in the frame. This condition is answered by shifting the entire noise spectrum up or
down until the available bit space is exactly filled up by mantissa bits. The more the noise
spectrum is shifted downward the more bits are spent to each individual mantissa and - in
general- the higher the audio quality. As long as the noise spectrum remains masked the noise
will not be audible: the coding process is said to be transparent. A lower bit rate means
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smaller frames restricting the number of bits per mantissa. This implicates a degradation of
the sound quality. High sound quality requires higher bit rates. The intention is to achieve an
audio quality as high as possible with only a limited bit rate.

When all frames in a bit stream have the same length this is called fixed bit rate as opposed to
variabie bit rate. Fixed bit rate is suited for applications which offer a constant bandwidth
such as broadcasting. The advantage of variable bit rate is that the required bit rate is adjusted
to the properties of the input signal. Silence for example requires significantly less bits than
more complex audio signais. Variable bit rate allows the bit rate and therefore the occupation
of disk space to be dependent on the complexity of the audio to be stored.

Variable bit rate can be employed in two ways. First option is not to shift the noise spectrum
up or down. Instead the frame length is chosen according to the bit demand of the current set
of mantissas. Second option is to apply a shifted noise spectrum in such a way that the
average bit rate leads to the user-set value. This typically involves a two-pass encoding: a
first pass to examine the signal properties and a second pass to adjust the frame lengths to get
the requested average bit rate.

Within AC-3 variable bit rate is not explicitly forbidden but the AC-3 standard doesn't
mention variabie bit rate. MPEG 1 and 2 audio coding allow variable bit rates, with a fixed
masking threshold or adjusted to an average bit rate.

3.5 Twos complement representation
The mantissas in an AC-3 bit stream are floating point numbers limited between -1 and +1
and they are generally stored in 2' s complement notation. This means that a mantissa m obeys

the following equations. The individual bits are indicated by bk with bk E {O, 1}and n

denotes the number of bits available in the representation. In case of an exact representation n
approaches infinity.

"
m = -bo+ lim2)k ·Tk

,,~'" k=1

Here is bO the Most Significant Bit (MSB). bO is the sign bit: when bO = 1 it holds - 1~ m < 0
otherwise 0 ~ m < 1.

Generally n is limited and a round offtakes place. The quantiser in the encoder rounds the
mantissa to as value as close as possible to the original mantissa with the bits available. In
case n bits are spent to this mantissa by the bit allocation m becomes

tl-I

m =:: -bo+ 2)k ·Tk
k=1

Bit bO is the MSB and within AC-3 it holds n E {O, 1....15,16 }
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3.6 Features in the realised AC-3 encoder
The AC-3 encoder implemented in this research is designed to unveil all characteristics of
AC-3 coding. Almost all features offered by AC-3 are examined. This has resulted in an AC-3
encoder containing several coding techniques unique to this implementation. A brief list is
summed below. Atechnical explanation ofthe encoder blocks is presented in the next chapter.

• Flexible implementation of the source code to facilitate future extension.
The encoder is intended for audio coding research purposes. This requires orderly software
design and availability of all sources. Furthermore, almost all blocks in the encoder can be
controlled via command-line switches. These are summed in the appendix 'Usage ofthe
Multi-channel AC-3 encoder'.

• Debugging files.
By using the -d command line switch the signal path can be tapped at many places in the
encoder and written to a debugging file. This way the signal path can be traced entirely to
facilitate encoder design and AC-3 bit stream analysis.

• Application of delta bit allocation by calculating an advanced psycho acoustic model.
In addition to the core bit allocation a second model is computed to improve the sound
quality ofthe encoder. The output from core bit allocation is adjusted by this second model
using delta bit allocation. The additional psycho acoustic model employed in the AC-3
encoder is taken from the MPEG-2 audio encoder available from Philips Consumer
Electronics.

• Variable bandwidth coding.
Within AC-3 the encoder determines the number of frequency bins to be encoded thus
limits the audio bandwidth. There is a trade offbetween bandwidth and bit space available
for mantissas. The more the bandwidth is decreased the less exponents are packed the more
bits remain for the mantissas. The Multi-channel AC-3 encoder determines the bandwidth
requested by examining the frequency components exceeding the masking threshold. The
MPEG psycho acoustic model is used to compute the masking threshold. The highest
frequency component exceeding the masking threshold determines the maximum
bandwidth and the exponents and mantissas above this limit are discarded.

• Variabie bit rate.
Although not explicitly supported by the AC-3 specification this encoder supports variabie
bit rate. This feature is especially useful when examining the psycho acoustic model and
the bit demand for certain classes of input signais.

• Multiple platform operation by using standard ANSI-C.
The source code was written in ANSI-C to ensure cross-platform compatibility. The
encoder runs on the Silicon Graphics platform running Irix 5.x and on the PC platform
running Windows 95 or Windows NT. ANSI-C facilitates portability between computer
platforms and to a possible DSP implementation in the future.
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4. Implementation of the encoder blocks

4.1 Detailed setup of the encoder
In this chapter the entire encoder will be described in detail. Firstly the encoder diagram
shown in Figure 3-1 is expanded to a more extensive version shown in Figure 4-1. Depicted
here are the signal flows through the encoder and the functional blocks. The abbreviated
signal names in Figure 4-1 match to the corresponding variabie definitions in the AC-3
specification and in the encoder implementation. The correspondence to the simplified
diagram shown in Figure 3-1 can easily be seen.

The differences will be addressed rather briefly point by point. A more extensive discussion
will follow while describing the individual parts. New in this picture is the input buffer which
is implemented as a circular buffer. The analysis filter bank consists ofthe window function
and the forward transform operation indicated by Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
(MDCT). The transient detector marks attacks in the input signal (occurring for castanets for
example) and decides whether the transform length of the MDCT must be altered from N=512
to N=256 samples in order to reduce pre-echo coding artefacts. Also new is the rematrixing
block which is only operational in stereo mode. In the rematrixing block will be decided
whether to encode sum and difference of the left and right channel or the ordinary left and
right channels. This matrix multiplication is inevitable to avoid quality loss when processing
Dolby Surround encoded signais. Furthermore rematrixing enhances stereo audio quality due
to correlation between the left and right channels. The psycho acoustic model taken from the
MPEG-2 audio encoder is used to support the bit allocation block. This second model is an
addition to the core bit allocation model (first psycho acoustic model) included in the bit
allocation block. The output from the MPEG model is also used to determine the bandwidth
required by the input signal. The output ofthe bit allocation drives the mantissa quantiser.
The dither strategy set or clears dithering flags used by the decoder. Based on these flags the
AC-3 decoder injects uniformly distributed noise into the mantissas quantised to zero bits.
The intention is to maintain approximately the same energy in the reproduced spectrum even
if no bits allocated to the spectrum. The block termed pack AC-3 frame formats the bit stream
according to AC-3 requirements and writes the frame to a file on disk.

The bit allocation in Figure 4-1 is modelled by a black box. This black box containing the
core bit allocation model will be treated later on where difference will be made between fixed
and variabie bit rate.

4.2 Deve/opment path
The design shown in Figure 4-1 is a derivation from the global setup drawn in the AC-3
specification [1]. The intent was to start with an encoder oflow complexity just to generate
valid bit streams. Later on improvements conceming bit rate reduction and processing speed
could be made. The first version of the AC-3 encoder contained only the elementary blocks
needed to encode audio to a valid AC-3 bit stream including:
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• 512 sample input buffer
• Window function and MDCT transform
• Exponent extraction, determination of exponent strategy and exponent coding
• Core bit allocation, mantissa normalisation and quantisation
• Frame packing

Refinements to this global design are based on listening sessions and background information
obtained from MPEG encoder implementations. Subsequent encoder enhancements include:

• Circular input buffer instead of a 512 sample array buffer
• Improved psycho acoustic model in addition to the core bit allocation
• Variabie bit rate
• Delta bit allocation
• Dynamic setting ofthe bandwidth
• Dithering
• Rematrixing

The purpose of all these modifications is to reduce the bit rate required for a certain
predefined audio quality level.
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4.3 Reading the input file
The AC-3 encoder accepts audio in the form ofPulse Coded Modulation (PCM) samples.
Standard audio files on a variety ofplatforms use the PCM data format. Common file types
are supported such as WAV, AIFF, AIFC and AU with 8, 16 or 24 bit per sample. AC-3 supports
three sample rates 32 kHz, 44.1 kHz and 48 kHz. The input file is supposed to conform to one
of these sample rates.

The number of channels in the input file is allowed to range from 1 to 6. Each input channel
can be routed deliberately to one of the output channels. The only restriction is that each
output channel must have its own input channel: mixing of input channels is out of scope for
this research and thus not supported. The output channel configurations supported in the AC-3
encoder are summed in Table 4-1. The used channel abbreviations are explained in Table 4-2.

Table 4-1: Supported output channel configurations

Audio coding mode Number ofc1lannels C1lannel conjiguration
1+1 (dual mono) 2 Chl, Ch2
1/0 (mono) 1 C
2/0 (stereo) 2 L,R
3/0 3 L,C,R
2/1 3 L,R, S
3/1 4 L,C,R,S
2/2 4 L, R, SL, SR
3/2 5 L, C, R, SL, SR

Table 4-2: Channel abbreviations

C1Iannel Name
L Left
C Centre
R Right
SL Surround left
SR Surround right
LFE Low frequency effects

For example 2/0 mode indicates two front channels and no surround channels. The LFE
channel is not included in the number of channels. The LFE channel can be enabled in
addition to any of the modes mentioned above. When using the 1+1 mode the input channels
are supposed to be independent as opposed to the 2/0 mode. This allows the decoder to select
one ofboth channels when coding multi-Ianguage material for example. When employing the
2/0 mode the encoder benefits from any correlation between both channels by applying
rematrixing. Therefore the 2/0 mode is intended for stereo audio.

4.4 Buffering
Input data is read from disk in steps of one audio block i.e. 256 new PCM samples for every
channel are read and put into a circular input buffer. The buffering mechanism is shown in
Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2: Circular input buffer

The buffer can store 1024 samples for every input channel. The buffer is divided into four
equal segments 0 to 111 each containing 256 audio samples per channel. The segment
boundaries are indicated by the respective sample numbers. The subsequent samples are
written into the buffer in clockwise order starting at position o. When segment 111 is filled up
writing continues at segment o. The segment size equals the size ofone audio block.

Generally AC-3 uses a 512-sample DCT (to be described in the next paragraph) with 50%
overlap so each transform covers 256 new samples. Reading from the input buffer occurs in
amounts of two segments. The read pointer is incremented by one segment when the
transform coefficients of one audio block are computed.

The MPEG psycho acoustic model computes its own transform. In order to obtain an
increased spectral resolution a 1024-sample Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is being used.
Since the model is computed once every audio block the read pointer is incremented by one
segment.

The input buffer is kept as small as possible to facilitate a possible implementation of the
encoder in hardware. This reduces the coding delay and the amount ofRAM needed. For this
reason the MDCT is computed per audio block although the rest of the encoder operates per
frame.

4.5 Window and Modified Discrete eosine Transform
AC-3 conveys the audio as frequency domain transform coefficients. The analysis filter bank
performing the conversion from time to frequency domain is a Modified Discrete Cosine
Transform (MDCT) preceded by a window function.

4.5.1 Windowing
The window multiplication function in the encoder and decoder are identical. Due to its
symmetry the window transfer function can be defined by a 256-entry look-up table as stated
in [1]. This way the window multiplication operation can be performed much faster than
evaluating a window expression for each sample which is important when aiming at real-time
operation. The window function is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: AC-3 window transfer function

The frequency selectivity ofthis window function can be computed by applying the MDCT to
the window function itself. The resulting frequency spectrum is depicted in Figure 4-4. The
256 negative frequency bins may be discarded since the input signal consists of non-complex
values.
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Figure 4-4: Frequency spectrum ofthe window function using 512-sample MDCT

Due to quantisation restrictions the computation of Figure 4-4 becomes less accurate when the
transform coefficients are small. Furthermore interpretation of Figure 4-4 is not trivial because
depicted are MDCT coefficients instead of DFT coefficients. In spite of these side effects the
selectivity ofwindow function shows up to be high. As from the sixth frequency bin all
coefficients are more than 80 dB down the DC level.

4.5.2 Bloek switehing
The choice of the transform length is fundamental to a transform-based audio coding system.
When the input spectrum remains stationary or varies only slowly a long transform length is
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the best option because ofthe increased frequency resolution. However when the spectrum
changes rapidly which may the case when attacks occur a shorter transform length is
desirabie. In this manner high frequency resolution is exchanged by increased time resolution.
A too low time resolution may cause attacks sound blurred: an coding error called pre-echo.

A solution to this problem is to use different transform lengths for different classes of input
signals instead ofusing one fixed length. To limit encoder and decoder complexity AC-3 uses
two transform lengths. Normally N=512 samples is used but when coding an attack block
switching is performed: the interval of 512 samples is covered by two subsequent transforms
with N=256. The same MDCT with halfthe usuallength can be used to compute the short
transforms. An attack detection block (to be described later on) decides whether to use long or
short transform blocks.

Curiously enough the same window function is used as discussed above whether applying
block switching or not. This rule is prescribed in the AC-3 specification. When block
switching is performed first the 512-sample block is multiplied by the window. Next this
block is chopped in two 256-sample parts and these short blocks are transformed separately.
This practice is debatable because the resulting window function becomes discontinuous. As a
result ofthis the frequency selectivity decreases. See Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Frequency spectrum ofthe window function using two 256-sample MDCTs

The frequency selectivity of the first block remains acceptable but the window performance of
the second block decreases significantly.

Note: Perfonnance differences between the first and the second block arise because the curves in
Figure 4-5 are displayed on an MDCT scale. If a DFT were used to analyse the window
perfonnances ofboth blocks two identical spectra would appear. The MDCT coefficients not only
contain amplitude infonnation but also phase infonnation. When using a DFT all phase
infonnation is discarded while computing the power spectrum. A description of the MDCT
transfonn follows in the next paragraph.

The possibly discontinuous time-domain signal representation caused by this window may
result in an imperfect reconstruction in the decoder due to bandwidth limitations. However,
this apparently inadmissible practice has been tested using audio signals such as castanets.
The decoded audio file sounded surprisingly weIl against all expectations. Presumably this
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may be explained by the fact that the resulting distortion gets masked by the instantaneously
flat power spectrum ofthe castanets sound. Main advantage ofusing only one window is the
reduced complexity.

4.5.3 Forward transform definition
For every audio block a sequence of 512 audio samples is taken which overlaps 50% with the
previous block After being multiplied by the window function a modified discrete eosine
transform is performed. Let x[n] represent the windowed input sequence. The output sequence
X[k] is defined by

- 2 N-( ( 21r 1r J
X[k]=N ~ x[n]·cos 4N(2n+l)(2k+I)+"4(2k+I)(l+a)

Where -1 for the first short transform
a = 0 for the long transform

1 for the second short transform

N = 512
256

N
O<k<- 2

for the long transform
for both short transforms

The transform is termed modified because the transform is slightly different from an ordinary
N-point eosine transform given by

N-\ (2)
G[k] =~ g[n]· cos ; kn

The bins ofX[k] are shifted with respect to G[k] by a half bin width. For k = 0 G[k] gives the
De transform component (j= 0 Hz) whileX[k] represents the centre frequency ofthe first bin
for k = 0 (for examplef = 46.9 Hz for the long transform and 48 kHz sample rate).

The advantage of a eosine transform over a Fourier transform is the fact that its transform
coefficients are real values making the subsequent encoder components significantly less
complex. A eosine transform can be computed using a DFT, this is addressed in the next
paragraph. When the time-to-frequency transformation is considered separately the analysis
and synthesis procedures are depicted in Figure 4-6. The coding ofthe frequency coefficients
is left out in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: Analysis and synthesis banks

The overlap-and-add procedure causes the transformed signal X[k] to be the critically sampled
frequency domain representation ofx[n]. This implies that time domain aliasing is introduced
in the analysis. However, by placing constraints on the window shape it is possible to have the
aliasing components cancelled in the synthesis process. If the coding algorithm is supposed to
be transparent a perfect reconstruction will thus be obtained. Refer to the appendix
'Constraints for the windowing function' for the properties ofthe window. For further
information about time domain aliasing cancellation refer to [16] and [18].

4.5.4 Implementation of the MDeT using a Fast Fourier Transform
One of the benefits of using an MDCT of length N=512 is that it may be computed by using a
N/4 point complex FFT preceded and followed by rotation operations. Efficient Fast Fourier
Transform implementations are widely available [3]. The appendix 'MDCT computed by
evaluating a DFT' shows how this conversion is set up.

4.6 Channel gain range code
When the signallevel is low the audio signal may suffer from the finite word length used in
the MDCT computation. Increasing the precision of the transform computation improves the
dynamic range ofthe audio signal. However, this option implicates increasing complexity
when considering encoder and decoder hardware. For most oftoday's target applications AC
3 decoder cost is a more important issue than encoder cost.

To improve the computational precision in the decoder without enlarging the number of bits
required AC-3 provides an element termed channel gain range code. This 2-bit element is
packed into the bit stream for every channel in every audio bloek. The gain range code
indicates the maximum PCM sample absolute value within the coded bloek. Each audio block
contains 256 transform coefficients originating from 256 new and 256 overlapping PCM
samples. The gain range code indicates the maximum value in the 512-sample block prior to
application ofthe window function. The syntax ofthe gain range field is shown in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3: Syntax ofthe gain range code

C/,annel gain range code Maximum absolute PCMsample value Ixlmax
0

0.5 ~ IXmaxl
I

0.25 ~ Ixmax I< 0.5
2

0.125 ~ Ixmax I< 0.25
3 Ixmaxl < 0.125

AC-3 decoders may use the gain range code to pre-scale the transform coefficients prior to the
inverse MDCT and post-scale the PCM samples after the IMDCT. The gain range code
ensures the decoder that the multiplication will never result in an overflow due to PCM
samples growing out oftheir valid range -1 ~ x < 1. The use ofthe pre- and post-scaling by
decoders is optional but it offers a method to extend the dynamic range with 2 more bits. The
implemented AC-3 encoder computes the channel gain range code in accordance to Table 4-3.
The computation ofthe gain range code byencoders is optional. Simple encoder
implementations may skip the step offinding Ixlmax and transmit a fixed gain range code ofO.

The benefit of the gain range code is rather limited. Coding artefacts caused by bit starvation
due to low bit rates are generally more harmful to the overall sound quality than round off
noises caused by limited precision in the MDCT. However, it offers a sensible solution for
hardware decoders when the absolute quantisation error (mantissa quantisation error x 2-eponent)
becomes in the same magnitude as the LSB of the MDCT computation. For software
implementations of AC-3 decoders the gain range code is of minor importance due to the
great precision offloating point operations in high-levellanguages.

4.7 Attack detector
As already stated in paragraph 4.5.2 block switching is used to adjust the transform length to
the characteristics of the input signal. The attack detector examines the input signal per
channel per audio block basis and decides whether to set the block switching flag (short
MDCT) or not (long MDCT). The block switching flag not only controls the MDCT but also
the exponent strategy and the dithering strategy (see Figure 4-1).

The AC-3 specification describes a proposed algorithm to compute the block switching signal.
However, the implemented AC-3 encoder uses a different strategy which is significantly less
complex. The behaviour of the attack detector used here has been compared to encoders
available from Dolby Labs. It shows up that the block switch signal is controlled in much the
same way in both encoders so achieving the same performance using a less complex
algorithm is preferabie.

The attack detector used here is a threshold detector preceded by a first order high pass filter.
The algorithm explained here has three parameters that allow some tuning. The values shown
in Table 4-4 are determined empirically and show good performance under critical conditions
such as coding castanets. The following algorithm is computed for each ofthe 256 new
samples x[n] in the current audio block bIk.
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y[n] = max { (2 15 .x[n]Y +offset ; r y[n-I]}

u[n]=y[n].(I-r)+ r u[n-I]

if (y[n] > threshold .u[n]) and (y[n] > y[n -I]) then blksw[blk] = true

Table 4-4: Constants used in the attack detector

Constant Value
offset 16.0

T 0.995
threshold 20.0

When the eondition blksw[blk] = true is reaehed for any ofthe samples the bloek switehing
flag is set for this ehannel in this audio bloek otherwise the flag is cleared. The sealing ofx[n]
is neeessary beeause tuning of the eonstants has been done with x[n] being a 16-bit integer
instead of a floating point number in the range - I ~ x[n] < 1.

4.8 Rematrixing
When two input ehannels left and right are highly eorrelated while eoding in stereo (2/0)
mode it may be more effieient to eneode the sum and differenee signals instead of the original
left and right ehannel. This teehnique is ealled rematrixing. Rematrixing is espeeially useful
when it holds

left = M

right = M +& with &«M

When applying rematrixing the eneoder transmits the following two ehannels instead of the
usualleft and right ehannel:

left' = 0.5 *(left + right)

right' = 0.5 *(left - right)

Rematrixing is different from eoupling beeause eoupling only operates in the higher
frequeney bins and eoupling generates only one mono ehannel. With rematrixing sum and
differenee signals are transmitted. Rematrixing ean be useful for two reasons. The next two
paragraphs will go deeper into them.

4.8.1 Bit savings
Firstly, when two highly eorrelated signals are eoded, bits may be saved if rematrixing is
used. This is quite clear when both input ehannels eontain the same information (two-ehannel
mono). The left' ehannel will eontain all the audio information and right' will be zero. This
way no bits are needed to eneode right' and all bits available in the frame will be spent to
left'·
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4.8.2 Dolby Surround compatibility
Rematrixing also offers a method to transmit Dolby Surround encoded signals in a proper
way. A Dolby Surround decoder as already mentioned in paragraph 1.1 decodes four channels
out of two. A simplified case will be used to clarify the situation. Assume a simple Dolby
Surround decoder receiving two input channels LT and RT which computes the four speaker
channels as follows:

leJt = LT
right = RT

centre = 0.5 *(LT + RT)

surround = 0.5 *(LT - RT )

Consider the case when the two-channel mono signal as mentioned above is transmitted
without using rematrixing. When these two channels are not exactly the same (slightly
different sample values) quantisation noise due to the AC-3 coding algorithm adds
independently to both channels.

LT = input channel + QNl

RT = input channel + QN2

The Dolby Surround decoder extracts the following channe1s:

leJt = input channel + QNl
right = input channel + QN2

centre = 0.5 *(2 * input channel + QNl + QN2 )

surround = 0.5 *(QNl- QN2 )

The leJt, right and centre channels contain quantisation noise but this noise remains masked
by the audio information itse1f. However in the surround channel the noise does not cancel
out due to the noise being uncorrelated and there is no audio information to mask the noise.
The difference in quantisation noises is audible in the surround channel. When rematrixing is
active QN2 becomes very low due to the absence of audio information and the centre and
surround channe1s become

centre = leJt' + QNl
surround = right' + QN2

Rematrixing is an important issue for AC-3 to enhance stereo audio quality and to remain
compatible with existing hardware in the market.

4.8.3 Rematrixing techniques used in the AC-3 encoder
When encoding in 2/0 mode the rematrixing flags are transmitted in the AC-3 bit stream in
each audio block. If a flag is set rematrixing is employed i.e. LT and RT are transmitted
instead of left and right. The frequency spectrum of 256 bins is divided into 4 subbands. Per
audio block 4 rematrixing flags are packed each belonging to its own subband. The definition
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ofthe subbands is shown in Table 4-5. This definition is laid down in the AC-3 specification
and cannot be altered by the encoder.

Table 4-5: Definition of rematrixing subbands

Subband no. Start bin End bin
0 13 24
1 25 36
2 37 60
3 61 252

The definition of the subbands is dependent on the use of coupling. Coupling is not supported
yet in the current encoder version so only one subband definition is applicable. A brief
description of coupling is given in paragraph 4.19.1.

The decision whether to use coupling or not is made for each subband independently. The
power of each signal L, R, (L+R) and (L-R) is computed. This is done by summing the
squares ofthe transform coefficients in the subband involved. Ifthe minimum sum is found
for L or R the rematrixing flag for that subband is c1eared. If the minimum is found while
computing (L+R) or (L-R) rematrixing is enabled for that subband.

The current decision criterion is conform the description in the AC-3 specification although
some possible improvements - not performed yet - are worth trying. If the rematrixing flags
are altemating from block to block while decoding a Dolby Surround compatible signal the on
and off switching may become audible as noise bursts in the surround channel. In this
situation it might be preferabie to have rematrixing enabled constantly instead of altemating
from block to block. A method to establish this behaviour is adding some hysteresis to the
decision criterion in order to obtain a more smooth controlling of the rematrixing flags.

4.9 Exponent strategy and exponent coding
Presented here is only a general description of the exponent coding employed in AC-3 as
being necessary to explain the operation ofthe AC-3 encoder. For further details refer to [1].

4.9.1 Overview
The transform coefficients are initially separated into exponents and mantissas according to

MDCT - coefficient = mantissa. rexponent

with - I < m ~ -0.5 or 0.5 ~ m < 1
and 0 ~ exponent ~ 24

The exponents reflect an envelope of the frequency spectrum of the input signal. They are
conveyed in the AC-3 bit stream as 5 bit values. Exponents and mantissas are computed for
each channel independently. The current encoder version supports no coupling yet. Coupling
will be introduced in paragraph 4.19.1.

AC-3 is set up in such a way that each frame can be decoded independently out of the bit
stream. No information is shared across the frames. However, an option to reuse exponents
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across audio blocks is available. This implicates that audio block 0 always must contain
exponent information. Block 1 through 5 mayor may not reuse the exponents. The decision to
apply 'reuse' is dependent on the input signal properties. Ifthe input signal is rather
stationary it may be advantageous to reuse the exponents instead of transmitting them again.
Reusing exponents saves bits that can be spent to mantissas and thus improve the audio
quality. However if the input signal changes rapidly exponents must be sent each audio bloek.

To facilitate the application of 'reuse' it is allowed to pack a smaller exponent than initially
computed. Consequently the corresponding mantissa must be adjusted to obtain the correct
transform coefficient. The valid range for each mantissa m is - 1::;; m < 1. This implies that
only exponents equal to or smaller than the exponents initially computed are allowed
otherwise the mantissas may grow out oftheir valid range. However, care must be taken while
employing this practice. A deviating exponent decreases the range over which the
corresponding mantissa may stretch. A exponent deviation of +1 halves the mantissa range
from -1::;; m < 1 to - 0.5::;; m < 0.5. To pack mantissas into the bit stream generally twos
complement representation is used (see paragraph 3.5). Two's complement notation always
covers the range - 1::;; m < 1. When not using the full mantissa range 1 bit precision per
exponent deviation step is lost. To compensate for this decreasing accuracy an extra mantissa
bit would be needed. So when the input signal varies rapidly in time application of 'reuse' is
not allowed due to decreasing accuracy. A more stationary input signal takes advantage from
'reuse' because the exponents need less adjustments and the bits saved can be spent to
increase mantissa accuracy.

Not only in the time domain but also in the frequency domain reuse of exponent values may
be applied. It is allowed to share one exponent over two or four mantissas. This way
exponents only have to be transmitted only once per two or four transform bins. The grouping
method is referred to as the exponent strategy. When no reuse in the frequency domain is
applied the exponent strategy is called D15. Every mantissa then has its own exponent. When
an exponent is being reused twice or four times this strategy is called D25 respectively D45.
The same issue conceming mantissa sealing as mentioned above applies. When an exponent is
used in combination with four mantissas all these mantissas have to be adjusted to this
exponent without growing out oftheir valid range -1::;; m < 1. This implies exponents are
only allowed to keep the same value or to decrease to ensure this condition is satisfied. So
when employing D45 the minimum exponent ofthese 4 transform bins has to used. The
adjustment ofthe exponent causes ofloss of accuracy in the same fashion as stated above. For
the LFE channel only the strategies D15 or reuse are allowed. D25 or D45 are only designed
for use in the full-bandwidth channels.

AC-3 employs differential coding in the frequency domain for the exponents. Not the
individual exponents are transmitted but only the differences between the current exponent
and its predecessor in the frequency domain. Only the first exponent transmitted is an absolute
value. A differential exponent can take one ofthe following values: -2, -1, 0, +1 or +2. So the
maximum step size between two successive exponents is 2 which corresponds to 12 dB.

4.9.2 Exponent strategies
When encoding the six audio blocks in a frame the encoder has to decide when exponents
must be reused or not. When exponents are sent again the encoder decides which exponent
strategy has to be applied. Since each frame in an AC-3 bit stream is an independent entity
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that shares no information with other frames the encoder operates per frame. The exponent
strategy (DI5, D25, D45 or reuse) is determined each frame again. The encoder is entirely
free to judge what exponent strategy offers the highest audio quality. A trade off must be
made between fine frequency resolution, time resolution and number ofbits required to
encode all exponents. The AC-3 specification doesn't give any proposal strategy. The only
support offered to this problem is the following coding mIe. If the exponents are used for only
one audio block then use strategy D45. Ifthe new exponents will be used for 2 or 3 blocks
then choose D25. Ifthe exponents will be used for 4,5 or 6 blocks then select strategy D15.

When no block switching is applied the choice for a certain strategy is based on the following
criterion. The assumption is made that an exponent deviation step of 1 equals the cost of one
extra mantissa bit. An exponent deviation step of +1 represents 6 dB which corresponds to a
decreasing accuracy of one 1 bit. Furthermore the cost of a certain exponent strategy can be
computed by counting the number of bits required in the frame. This way a cost function
deliberating the number of bits and the corresponding yield is evaluated for a number of
different strategies to encode an AC-3 frame. Finally the cheapest strategy is chosen. The
coding mIe mentioned above is obeyed. When the block switching flag is set a different
policy is followed which will be described in the subsequent paragraph.

The AC-3 encoder implemented selects one out of 21 different strategies for the full
bandwidth channels and 11 strategies for the LFE channel. The allowed strategies for the full
bandwidth channels are depicted in Figure 4-7, the strategies for the LFE channel in Figure 4
8.
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Figure 4-7: Exponent strategies for the full-bandwidth channels
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Figure 4-8: Exponent strategies for the LFE channel

On the horizontal axis the audio bloeks 0 through 5 are shown, the numbers next to the frame
bar eorrespond to the table index numbers used in the implementation. D 15 through D45
indieate the exponent strategy, 0 means 'reuse' .

Not all possible eombinations of strategies are tested; the number of strategies is limited to
improve the eomputational speed. Seleeted are those eombinations that are most likely to
oeeur aeeording to the eoding mIe that D45 never will be reused, D25 only onee or twiee and
D 15 will be used for the longest groups of audio bloeks. The optimum strategy is most likely
to be in this limited set and this optimum strategy is the one used to eneode this frame.

The seleetion ofthe exponent strategy is implemented using these look-up tables to faeilitate
the implementation in hardware. Seleeting from a limited set of available strategies is
generally faster than evaluating an algorithm. This way eomplexity and eoding delay are
redueed whieh makes sense when porting to a hardware solution

For eaeh group of audio bloeks (one group eonsists ofDxx + subsequent 'reuse' bloeks) the
minimum exponent in the group for eaeh transform bin is eomputed. After all exponents are
not allowed to inerease, only to deerease or to remain unehanged. These set of minimal
exponents is ealled the envelope. The exponents are eoded along this envelope with the
strategy Dxx ' An algorithm has .been designed to eompute the exponent envelope aeeording to
the AC-3 eoding mIes.
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The strategies 19 and 20 defined for the full-bandwidth (FBW) channels are norrnally not
used. These are necessary to be able to obey to some additional bit stream constraints imposed
by the AC-3 specification. Two of these constraints are:

1. The size of block 0 and block 1 combined will never exceed 5/8 of the frame size.
2. The sum of block 5 mantissa data, auxiliary data and the error check field will never

exceed the final 3/8 ofthe frame.

The size of each audio block is controlled mainly by the exponent strategy. The extra
strategies are built in as a backup when encoder threatens to violate these rules. Since these
two strategies are not optimal from a psycho acoustical point of view these are norrnally not
used.

4.9.3 Exponent strategy while bloek switehing is applied
When the block switching signal is true a different approach to exponent coding is used.
When an attack in the input signal occurs the exponent array varies rapidly. To be able to
track these changes 'reuse' must be defeated.

To see this examine the following example. When applying block switching 512 samples are
encoded in two separate transforrns generating each 128 transforrn coefficients. If the first
transforrn is called A and the second one B the encoded audio spectrum is setup as displayed
in Figure 4-9.

transfonri A
bin 0

transfonn B
bin 1

transfonn A transfonn B transfonn A
126 bin 126 bin 127

Figure 4-9: lnterleaving ofthe frequency bins while using block switching

The bins of transforrn A and Bare interleaved. Because A and B are subsequent in time
domain and the exponents are changing in time, reuse should not be used while applying
block switching. According to the coding rules stated above D45 must be chosen when no
reuse follows.

The exponent strategy is set up in such a way that D45 is always chosen in the block where
the block switch occurs and the subsequent block. The other blocks in the frame are filled up
with D15 or D25 depending on how many subsequent blocks are left in the frame. This
technique holds when only one block switch occurs in the frame. See Figure 4-10 for the
resulting exponent strategies.
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AB AB AB AB AB AB
o 1 2 3 4 5

bloek switch in audio bloek 0

bloek switch in audio bloek 1

bloek switch in audio bloek 2

bloek switch in audio bloek 3

bloek switch in audio bloek 4

bloek switch in audio bloek 5

Figure 4-10: Exponent strategy when one block switch occurs in a frame

When more than once a block switch occurs in a frame the strategy is simplified to 3 cases.
First case applies when all block switches occur in the first half (block 0, 1 or 2) ofthe frame.
Second case applies when all block switches occur in the second half (block 3, 4 or 5) ofthe
frame. Otherwise all blocks in the frame get exponent strategy D45. See Figure 4-11 for the
resulting exponent strategies.

AB AB AB AB AB AB
o 1 2 3 4 5

block switches in first half of frame

block switches in second half of frame

block switches anywhere in the frame

Figure 4-11: Exponent strategy when several block switches occur in a frame

4.9.4 Exponent coding
Finally when the optimal exponent strategy has been determined for the current frame the
exponents are encoded according to this strategy, the mantissas are adjusted to their exponents
and strategy information is packed into the frame.
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4.10 Care Bit Allocation

4.10.1 Overview
The core bit allocation analyses the exponents to be encoded to compute ofnumber ofbits to
be assigned to each mantissa. This procedure is exactly defined in the AC-3 specification. All
bits available in a frame are distributed over the channels and the audio blocks from one
common bit pool.

The number of bits needed for each mantissa is determined by the difference between the
power spectral density (PSD) in a certain transform bin and the value ofthe masking threshold
in that bin. Ifthe PSD does not exceed the masking threshold no bits are assigned. Figure 4-12
shows an example. On the horizontal axis the frequency is displayed in frequency bands as
defined in the AC-3 specification [1]. These bands are derived from the critical bandwidths of
the human hearing [4] so perceptually they are equal-width. On the vertical axis the power
level is displayed in units of 6/128 dB with 3072 corresponding to 96 dB SPL. This unit is
defined and used within AC-3.

3072 ,-----------------------,--------, 6
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4
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Bits per
mantissa

o LLJ--L.J.--L.L..L.LLLL..L.JU-J...J..J.-..L.LLLL.LJL.L..L-L..L...LL.L.J...l....I..L..L..l....L..I....LL...I...l...J....L...L..L..l...LJ 0
o 10 20 30 40 50

Frequency band as defined in the AC-3 specification

Figure 4-12: Core bit allocation computation

Displayed are the PSD of the input signal, the accompanying masking threshold according to
the core bit allocation psycho acoustic model and the number of mantissa bits assigned to
each mantissa. The input signal is a mix oftwo sine waves, the first one of 500 Hz at 79.5 dB
and the second one of2500 Hz at 85.5 dB. This is a mono signal encoded at 64 kbps. This
figure is a simplification of the real allocation because the 256 mantissa bins are displayed on
the same frequency axis as the masking threshold. The encoder performs a conversion step to
map the 50 frequency bands to 256 mantissa bins. Figure 4-12 is only meant to illustrate the
basic principle.
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4.10.2 Parametrie bit allocation
The core bit allocation contains a model ofhuman hearing with various parameters to control
the masking threshold estimation for various classes of input signals. The encoder transmits
the parameters together with the exponents. The AC-3 decoder is capable of computing the
number of bits for each mantissa from the parameters and the exponents of the coded audio
signal. This is called backward-adaptive allocation, see paragraph 3.3. An important
parameter is the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). A variation in the SNR denotes a vertical shift
of the noise fioor. An increasing SNR shifts the masking threshold down which implies an
increasing number of bits to be spent to the spectrum. SNR controls in fact the power of the
quantisation noise. The distribution ofthe quantisation noise per bin has to be shaped along
the computed masking threshold. This is done by the encoder by controlling the core bit
allocation parameters. Next the appropriate value of SNR is computed by iteration to consume
as many mantissa bits as being available in the frame. When using variable bit rate SNR is
fixed to zero. Because ofthat the power ofthe quantisation noise is always equals the masking
threshold. The frame size, and therefore the bit rate, is adapted to the bit demand of all
mantissa the in frame.

The iteration loop to find the optimal SNR has only to be performed in the AC-3 encoder. The
AC-3 decoder receiving the exponents and the parameter set is able to compute the bit
allocation in only one pass. This way most of the complexity is put in the encoder and the
decoder can be kept simple and therefore cheap.

4.10.3 Computation of the bit allocation
The procedure to compute the masking threshold starting with the exponents and the
parameter set is exactly laid down in the AC-3 specification. This is done to ensure
compatibility between AC-3 encoders and decoders. The only adjustments an encoder can
make are changing the parameter set and delta bit allocation, see paragraph 3.3. The general
computation to compute the masking level is described here. For the exact definition refer to
[1] and [4].

First the spectrum represented by the exponents is scaled to a power spectral density function
on the 6/128 dB scale as mentioned above. This is established by the transformation

psd[bin] =3072 - (128* exponent [bin]) 05. bin < 256

Secondly the power spectral density is mapped from 256 transform bins to 50 bands resulting
in aSO-band bndpsd[bndJ function. The mapping is done by integrating the bins that fall into
one band using logarithmic addition. The 50-band frequency scale is used in Figure 4-12 to
display the PSD.

Next the excitation function is calculated by applying a prototype masking curve to the
integrated psd function. The excitation function is also computed on the 50-band frequency
scale. Subsequently the masking curve is computed based on the excitation function.
Generally the masking curve is the maximum of the excitation function and the hearing
threshold in silence. The masking curve may need some correction by applying delta bit
allocation. The use of delta bit allocation is optional. When the final masking curve is found
the bit allocation follows from the distance between the masking curve and psd [bin]. A bit
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allocation pointer (bap) is computed which is an index to a look-up table containing the actual
number of bits per mantissa.

Several parameters control the core bit allocation process. The current version ofthe AC-3
encoder sets all these parameters to fixed values as proposed in the AC-3 specification. The
only exception is SNR which is necessary to fill up the entire frame. The semantics of the
other parameters is globally described in [4] but this point needs some deeper research to be
able to fully exploit the capacities ofthe core bit allocation. Anyway the performance ofthe
AC-3 encoder compared to encoders available shows that this fixed parameter set performs
quite well.

4.11 Mantissa coding

4.11.1 Symmetrie and asymmetrie quantisation
When the bit allocation has computed the bit allocation of the mantissas are quantised with
the appropriate number of bits. Mantissas that get 5 bits or more are quantised asymmetrieally
otherwise they are quantised symmetrieally. Asymmetrie quantisation means storage using
twos complement representation, symmetrie quantisation uses a lookup table with code words
to store the mantissas. For more details refer to [1].

When using twos complement representation the valid range for the mantissas is - 1~ m < 1.
To have very small mantissas rounded to zero it's desired to have the true zero value in the set
of quantisation steps. This implies that the negative range - 1~ m < 0 has one more
quantisation step than the positive range 0 < m < 1, hence the name asymmetrie quantisation.
As long as the quantisation is fine no average DC-offset will be noticeable. However, when
very few bits are used for the quantisation the DC-offset may become noticeable so a code
tabIe is used to obtain a symmetrical quantisation induding a true zero value.

When asymmetrie quantisation is used the value +1 cannot be used. In Figure 4-13 the
quantised mantissa values are indicated by a solid dot on the line.

Cc
f-
C
C

+1.0

+1.0 - LSB

+1.0 - 2 LSB

+1.0 - 3 LSB

Figure 4-13: Asymmetrie mantissa quantisation

+1.0 is not allowed so it's an open dot. Quantised values decrease with step size 1 Least
Significant Bit (LSB). The arrows show the rounding process. The thresholds indicated by the
dashed lines are located in the middle ofthe quantised values. These thresholds determine
which mantissas are round up respectively down to the nearest quantiser value. For all values
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greater than +1.0 - 0.5 LSB rounding occurs to +1.0 - LSB although this is not consistent with
quantisation process. This behaviour is necessary to avoid clipping for mantissas reaching
+1.0. The problem is inherent to the twos complement notation. The solution depicted here is
also used in software encoders available from Dolby Labs.

4.11.2 Sub-optimal mantissa coding
As already stated in paragraph 3.2 initially mantissa are chosen in the range -1 ~ m < -0.5 or
0.5 ~ m < 1. When employing twos complement packing the valid range is -1 ~ m < 1 so
actually one bit too much is needed to encode the mantissas. This is not entirely true because
the exponents may change so the mantissas may need adjustment. As a result of this the range
- 0.5 ~ rn < -0.5 must also be covered. However, this point illustrates that twos complement
coding is not an optimal coding method: still too much bits are needed.

4.12 Improved psycho acousfic model
To improve the decoded audio quality for a certain bit rate AC-3 offers the application of
delta bit allocation. A second psycho acoustic model is evaluated independently from the core
bit allocation. The differences between this independently computed masking curve and the
masking threshold according to the core bit allocation may be coded into the bit stream as
delta bit allocation segments. These segments are offsets on the default masking curve
defined at limited intervals on the frequency scale. The delta bit allocation segments are coded
as side information. The encoder may optionally decide to apply delta bit allocation if a
second model is available.

In the AC-3 encoder implemented an independent psycho acoustic model is evaluated. This
model is taken from the MPEG-2 audio encoder available from Philips Consumer Electronics.
This model is assumed to be more accurate than the model used in the core bit allocation. The
model takes the PCM samples from the circular buffer described in paragraph 4.4 instead of
transform coefficient exponents. Next a 1024-sample FFT is performed to obtain a high
resolution frequency representation of the input signal. The resulting 513 transform
coefficients are used to compute a masking threshold. The exact operation of this model is not
part of this research so this model is actually considered to operate as a black box.

The output ofthis model is on a frequency scale conform the definition ofthe critical bands in
the human hearing. A conversion routine to obtain the 50-band frequency scale used in AC-3
had to be designed. Furthermore the output of this model is in dB so a linear transformation
has to be perform to obtain the 6/128 dB units known from AC-3.

The output of this model is a masking threshold which serves two purposes. First it is a
reference for the computation of the delta bit allocation segments. Secondly this model is used
to determine the bandwidth required for the current input signal. Due to the limited bit pool
size there is a trade off between available signal bandwidth and number of bits available for
mantissa encoding. Because sampled data is used as audio input the input signal is supposed
to have a low-pass character. The upper bandwidth limit must be as small as possible to have
left as many bits as possible for the mantissas. To determine this bandwidth the AC-3 encoder
searches for the highest frequency component still exceeding the masking threshold.
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Consequently all frequency components above this limit are assumed to be inaudible and may
therefore be discarded by limiting the audio bandwidth. However, a safety margin has been
built in to make sure enough bandwidth will remain available. A frequency bin must be least
15 dB down the masking threshold to be chopped offby the bandwidth limitation. This value
has been determined empirically and may be altered by a command line option. In fact 15 dB
is a large safety margin; 9 or 12 dB is large enough in most cases.

This technique may be further improved in the future by making the safety margin dependent
on the bit rate. When the bit rate is relatively high (SNR > 0) for the input signal there is no
need in limiting the bandwidth. This is the safest option when there is enough bit space in the
frame. However, when the bit rate is limited the variabie bandwidth becomes very useful
because many bits are saved when not all of the available bandwidth is needed.

4.13 Delta Bit Allocation
The delta bit allocation segments are computed from the differences between the two masking
thresholds. A delta bit allocation (dba) segment is a linear offset on the core bit allocation
masking threshold (the default threshold). Figure 4-14 shows an example how the default
masking curve gets adjusted in the direction ofthe MPEG masking curve using two delta bit
allocation segments.

3072 ,---------------------------,

masking threshold
according to MPEG

/'/"-- model

Power level
in 6/128 dB 2560

units

2048 !

1536 r
masking threshold

according to
1024 core bit allocation

512

10 20 30 40 50

Frequency band as defined in the AC-3 specification

Figure 4-14: Correction ofthe default masking threshold using two dba segments

The delta allocation segments are conveyed in the bit stream as side information. A maximum
of 8 segments per 50-band spectrum can be assigned. Per segment three parameters have to
specified: the amount of offset, the width of the segment expressed in bands and the starting
band. The offset must be a range from -24 dB to +24 dB in discrete steps of 6 dB. The value 0
dB does not apply. The length ofthe segment must be in the range [0..... 15] bands. The
starting band is specified as a differential value being the number of bands between the ending
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bin of the previous segment and the starting bin of the current segment. The offset of the first
segment is specified as an absolute value. These offsets must be in the range [0....31] bands.

The purpose of delta bit allocation is to improve the matching of the finally computed
masking threshold and the masking effect arising in the human hearing. When this is
successful the required bit rate to reach a certain audio quality level decreases. However,
transmission of dba data takes bits. Every extra segment takes at least 12 bits. This implies
that the encoder must deliberate among the quality improvement and the number ofbits
required. The yield of a segment is computed by assuming an offset of 6 dB in one transform
bin in the right direction equal to one bit. The yield may be ca1culated by multiplying the
offset in 6 dB steps by the width of the segment expressed in transform bins. This implies that
a transformation from bands to transform bins is necessary [1].

The implemented AC-3 encoder contains an algorithm that computes a distribution ofthe
segments to yield as many bits as possible taking into account the restrictions discussed
above. The algorithm must be evaluated each time a bit allocation is computed. In other words
during every cycle needed to update SNR the segment distribution must be computed again.
Figure 4-15 shows the operation when using fixed bit rate. This figure exactly fits in the block
'bit allocation' depicted in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-15: Bit allocation process using fixed bit rate

When using variabie bit rate the situation is quite similar. See Figure 4-16. The SNR is fixed
to 0 so no updating is needed.
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Figure 4-16: Bit allocation process using variabie bit rate

To obtain a well-balanced distribution ofthe segments some additional restrictions are drawn
up to ensure sensible application of delta bit allocation. To allow a segment being enabled the
yield per segment must be at least 10 bits on top ofthe 12 bits cost per segment otherwise the
segment is considered to be use1ess. Furthermore segments shorter than 3 bands are not used
to make sure the masking threshold remains smooth. Peaks or holes the masking curve are
undesirable because a more smooth distribution ofthe quantisation noise seems to be
experienced less annoying than locally concentrated noise.

4.14 Dithering
For the same reason as mentioned above it is possible for an AC-3 decoder to inject noise in a
transform bin that has no bits assigned (bap = 0). The AC-3 bit stream syntax includes the
ditheringjlags which tell the decoder per audio block for which channe1 dither has to be
enabled. The dithering strategy in the AC-3 encoder controls these flags.

When a bap=O for a certain transform bin and the dithering flag dithjlg is cleared a true zero
value has to be used for the mantissa. When the dithering flag is set the decoder has to
generate noise uniformly distributed between -0.707 and 0.707 for that mantissa. The final
transform coefficient is computed by multiplying by 2-exponent. For more details refer to [1].

The dithering strategy currently being employed by the encoder is quite straightforward.
Dithering is enabled for all blocks except when a block switch occurs. Furthermore dithering
can be defeated by a user option. While processing a switched audio block dithering has to be
disabled. When block switching is on the bandwidth per transform bin doubles and the
se1ectivity ofthe window function gets poor (paragraph 4.5.2). Due to this effect the injected
noise will affect both short transforms and the noise will be spread across both halves of the
512-sample window after having performed the IMDCT in the decoder. This spreading causes
the attacks - that the block switching was intended for - to sound blurred. In order to maintain
a high time resolution no dithering should be used when coding a block switched signa!.
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4.15 Error checking
To enable the AC-3 decoder detecting whether the received frames are valid two Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) words are included in each frame. CRC checking is explained
globally here, refer to [1] for more information. [5] and [6] discuss the theoretical aspects of
CRC computations. The CRC words are I6-bit fields depending on the bit content of the
frame. CRC 1 provides coverage for the first 5/8 part ofthe frame starting from point A until
B. See Figure 4-17. The synchronisation word at the beginning is not taken into account. CRC
2 covers the entire frame, from A to C.

AC-3 frame

o A B= 5/8 frame C = end of frame

"CRC i " i..•~ Iii·~ ..

.....

syncword CRC CRC

16 bit word 1 RSV word 2
16 bit

I /
1 bit 16 bit

,

CRC 1 coverage

CRC 2 coverage

Figure 4-17: Position ofthe CRC words in AC-3 frame

The CRC words are computed by shifting the bits involved through a shift register [1]. The
register is initialised at o. The CRC 1 word is defined in such a way that when point Bis
reached the register content is 0 again. CRC 2 is computed by starting from A and proceeding
until C. The CRC 2 register must also yield aOwhen Bis reached. The final value 0 is chosen
to keep the AC-3 decoder simpie. This way the decoder doesn't have to store CRC 1, compute
the CRC word according to the bit stream and then compare the two. If CRC 2 equals the
value ofthe syncword the crcrsv (CRC reserved) bit is set and CRC 2 is computed again. This
is done to ensure CRC 2 will never be equal to the syncword to ease synchronisation in the
decoder.

When a CRC turns out to be different from 0 the decoder knows that the received frame is
invalid. The CRC words provides no mechanism for correcting the errors detected. This
makes the CRC words less helpful for the decoder. Options for the decoder are cancelling the
invalid frame e.g. by muting or trying to interpolate the frame from the previous and the
subsequent frames. The decoder behaviour in such situations is not specified by the AC-3
standard.

4.16 Bit stream packing
When all fields are computed the bit packing routine formats all data to AC-3 frames.
Especially the exponents and mantissas need some extra packing. Exponents for example are

5-bit values but they are limited to the range [0....24]. Also log2 (25) =4.64 bit per exponent
would suffice when coding the absolute exponent values. However, the exponents are
differentially coded. AC-3 packs the differential values in the range [-2, -1, 0, +1, +2] in

groups of 3 exponents thus requiring log2 (5 3
) =6.97 bit per 3 exponents which is rounded to
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7 bits. After the CRC information is added the bit stream is written to a disk file. Fields
consisting of more than 1 bit are written with the most significant bit first.

4.17 lEe 61937 bit stream formatting
To reproduce the encoded sound the AC-3 decoder divides the received AC-3 bit stream into
separate frames and decodes the frames independently. To transmit the AC-3 frames to a
hardware decoder the AC-3 frames require some additional packing.

The lEC 60958 Standard [8] specifies a widely used method of interconnecting digital audio
equipment. Electrical as weIl as logical (bit stream syntax) specifications are stated. Most AC
3 decoders are equipped with such an interface. The syntactical description lEC 61937
comprises some extra fields which have to be conveyed to the decoder. Every AC-3 frame has
to be preceded by a so-called preamble field and followed by stuffing bytes. These stuffing
bytes are additional '0' fields to fill up every frame to a fixed length of3072 words. The
preamble field contains 4 words ofeach 16 bits specifying the subsequent AC-3 frame.

3072 words of 16 bits

Data-burst Stuffing Data-burst Stuffing Data-burst Stuffing Data-burst Stuffing

Burst
Preamble

64 bits
AG-3 frame

Figure 4-18: lEe 61937 bit stream formatting

The AC-3 encoder is capable ofwriting bit streams complying to the lEC 61937 Standard.
This is done to facilitate testing on existing hardware decoders. For more information on lEC
61937 refer to [8].

4.18 Design considerations
To facilitate the port ofthe encoder algorithm realised here to a DSP platform for example
some design topics have to be kept in mind.

4.18.1 Delay
The encoder operates per frame so one frame delay between output and PCM input will exists.
One frame corresponds with 1536 time domain samples, this is 32 ms when sampled at 48
kHz for example.
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Furthermore dummy samples are added at the beginning of the encoding process to allow the
input buffer to initialise. When the resulting AC-3 file is being decoded these dummy samples
arise as 512 zero-value samples at the beginning ofthe reconstructed file.

A third type of delay is the processing delay which is dependent on the hardware used. This
issue is only relevant when considering real time solutions, not for off-line encoding.

4.18.2 Computational laad / encoding speed
The computationalload ofthe Philips AC-3 encoder is relatively low compared to the MPEG
2 encoder currently available. Difference are estimated around one magnitude. Real-time
encoding on a software platform is still out of reach, even when encoding in stereo mode on a
Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 machine. The encoding algorithm is currently not optimised for
speed so this is a point to be paid attention to in the future. Refer to chapter 8 for suggested
optimisations. This optimisation hasn't been done yet because proper operation (valid AC-3
bit streams) and high audio quality are of higher priority.

4.18.3 Memory usage
The encoding algorithm needs memory to store the temporary signals being processed. In the
current encoder version (l.4) approximately 600 Kbytes are needed to store all required
signals for one frame from the input buffer to the packed AC-3 frame. With careful software
design it might be possible to reduce this figure although memory is already neatly used.
Array sizes are not unnecessarily large and signals are not stored when not needed any longer.
For software implementations this amount ofrequired memory is not an issue with current
computer hardware available. However, when planning to run the encoder on a DSP this point
becomes interesting again because dedicated memory will be required.

4.19 Slacks not implemented yet
Some coding techniques available in AC-3 are not exploited yet. A brief description is given
below, for more information refer to [1].

4.19.1 Coupling
When coupling is in use the encoder checks for correlation among the audio data of the
various input channels. If correlation is found the encoder may decide to transmit the
resembling channels as one mono channel. This check is only performed above a certain
frequency limit. This limit may be computed by the encoder or user-defined. Below this limit
all channels are packed separately. Coupling differs from rematrixing because no difference
signals are sent, the transmitted channel is mono.

Theoretically coupling may offer a considerable bit reduction. In practice the encoder must be
very careful when deciding whether to use coupling or not. Problems arise when noisy signals
are coded (applause for example). The assumption arises that existing AC-3 encoder
implementations struggle with noisy signals when coupling is enabled, see the comparative
encoder test in chapter 5. Also not much time was left to implement coupling during this
graduate research. For these reasons the use of coupling has been reserved until a reliable
decision criterion has been worked out.
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4.19.2 Input filtering
The purpose of filtering the input signals is limiting their bandwidth to avoid aliasing
distortions. The AC-3 specification prescribes low-pass filtering and high-pass filtering. Low
pass filtering on the analogue input signal is necessary to avoid aliasing: the half sample rate
must not be exceeded. High-pass filtering at 3 Hz is used to remove DC-components. These
low frequencies will not be audible so they need to be removed, otherwise they take up bits
unnecessarily in the bit allocation process.

Input filtering is not performed in the current encoder version. The audio files used for testing
had been limited already because their were taken in digital form and sampled with the
appropriate sampling frequency. High-pass filtering still has to be put in although their
contribution to the higher bit rate will be limited.

4.19.3 Dialogue normalisation
The dialogue normaIisation field available in AC-3 is an indication ofthe subjective loudness
of normal spoken dialogue in the bit stream. The subjective level of normal spoken dialogue is
used as a reference to control the audio reproduction volume. The value is not used direcdy by
the decoder. Rather, the value is used by the section ofthe sound reproduction system
responsible for setting the reproduction volume. In the current encoder version this field is set
to a fixed value, identical to the value generally used by Dolby encoders. In the future this
feature may become useful when encoding movie tracks. For more information refer to [1].

4.19.4 Dynamic range compression
Dynamic range compression optionally limits the dynamic range ofthe audio signal. When
movie tracks are played in a cinema environment reproducing the full dynamic range is
desirabie. In home environment it may be disturbing to reproduce the full dynamic range but
it's not preferabie when quiet sounds become inaudible. To overcome this problem
compression ofthe decoded signal may be enabled. Only the loudest sounds are attenuated
and the quiet parts are amplified. AC-3 contains data fields that control the compression
feature in the decoder. The current AC-3 encoder used no dynamic range compression. This
feature is especially intended for recording movie tracks. For more information refer to [1].
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5. Performance of the AC-3 encoder

5.1 Main objective of the test
To measure the performance ofthe AC-3 encoder implemented a test has been setup to
compare the sound quality ofthe encoder implemented here to the professional AC-3 encoder
by Dolby Labs and the AC-3 encoder simulation on the PC platform, also by Dolby Labs. The
objective is get insight in how the Philips AC-3 encoder implemented here performs
compared to the other encoders mentioned and to obtain directions for improvement of the
implemented encoder. The most important reference is the professional Dolby AC-3 encoder.

5.2 Listening environment and setup of the test

5.2.1 AC-3 encoders
Three encoders participated in the test.
• Philips AC-3 Encoder version 1.3
• Dolby DP561 AC-3 encoder
• Dolby AC-3 Encoder Simulation version 3.07

5.2.2 Reproduction equipment
The test items were played from a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 workstation through
synchronised DAT-Link interfaces for the 5-channel items and via the built-in digital interface
of the workstation itself for the stereo items. The 5-channel audio was reproduced by Philips
DSS940 loudspeakers, the stereo items by B&W Matrix 801 Series 3 speakers.

5.2.3 Listening room
The listening room at Philips' SFJ-7 was used. The room dimensions are approximately
(DxWxH) 5 m x 3 m x 2.5 m.

5.2.4 Subjects
Five male subjects participated in the test. They are all familiar with audio coding. Four of
them are experienced listeners.

5.2.5 Test items
Nine different audio fragments were encoded at fixed bit rate. Seven of them are 5-channel
fragments (no LFE). Two stereo items (no LFE) were used. See Table 5-1. Most fragments
are considered to be critical regarding previous test results. These fragments are supposed to
reveal best the subjective coding limitations for an encoder.
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Table 5-1: Fragments used in the comparative encoder test

Fragments # eh. Bit rates Description Reason for testing
{kbpsj

1. 5ch ident 5 320 + 384 Speech alternately in one of Easy to be encoded because
the 5 channels speech is only in one channel

at a time: bit exchange occurs
if properly encoded.

2. applause 5 320 + 384 Large and wide applause AC-3 is said to have problems
with noise-like signals because
of small bin-width as opposed
to MPEG for example: all bins
are needed to encode such
signais. Little or no correlation
between channels.

3. guitar 5 320 + 384 Pop music, guitar is solo Very clear guitar and drum
instrument sounds require a lot of

bandwidth.
4. harpsiglock_melody 5 320 + 384 Short tune played by Fragment scored low in

harpsichord previous test (see text). Tested
again for verification.

5. pitch---'pipe 5 320 + 384 Harrnonica-like sound playing Fragment scored low in
three subsequent tones previous tests. MPEG is

known to have troubles with
this fragment.

6. seawash 5 320 + 384 Rolling waves ofthe sea See fragment 2. 'applause'
7. thalheim3 5 320 + 384 Duet of saxophone and piano Fragment scored low in

previous tests. Saxophone
takes many bits to be encoded
properly so little remains in the
lower bins for piano.

8. stop_Ioving 2 128 Pop music: intro of 'I can't Hi-hat of drums requires a lot
stop loving you' from Toto. of bandwidth otherwise it

sounds noisy. Bass guitar
suffers from this bit-demand.
Check operation of variabie
bandwidth setting.

9. castagn 2 128 + 320 Castanets playing solo Attack-like sounds require the
attack detector to react. Check
the amount of pre-echo.

The selection of the 7 multi-channel items was based upon the results of an earlier intemal test
conducted at Philips. In this earlier test a set of audio sequences was encoded at 320 kbps and
384 kbps by a third party and graded during this informal test. 7 items that scored relatively
low were picked for the test described here. The choice ofthe multi-channel items was
restricted to the fragments already available because no Dolby DP561 encoder was available,
only the coded fragments and their originals.

The stereo items were a record of castanets and a fragment of pop music. The first one was
intended for testing the attack detection at 128 kbps and 320 kbps, the second one to reflect an
average Compact Disc track at 128 kbps.
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5.2.6 Procedure
The subjects were presented the fragments in original form and in two coded forms:

I original Icoded x] code<! X2 I

The coded fragments XI and X 2 had to be graded. The test was blind i.e. the subjects was told
which fragments were coded and which not but they didn't know which encoder was used.
This sequence ofthree fragments was repeated until all nine different items were put through
at least twice. The test ran at continuous speed. The subjects were not allowed to
communicate with each other.

5.2.7 Grading system
The two coded fragments had to be graded with an integer number in the range [1...5]. Their
meaning is represented in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Grading system

Grade Formal meaning
5 Difference imperceptible
4 Difference perceptible, but not annoying
3 Difference slightly annoying
2 Difference annoying
1 Difference very annoying

This ranking system is rather simple but it'sjustified given the set up ofthe test. To avoid
false precision only integer numbers were allowed. These grades comply with the so-called
ITU impairment scale commonly used in subjective testing [19].

5.2.8 Improvement step
Before this test was performed a pre-screening test was done to find some weak spots in the
Philips AC-3 encoder. The delta bit allocation needed some adjustment (bad scores with
'pitch--pipe') and the exponent strategy was made dependent on the block switching flags (bad
scores with 'castagn'). After these modifications the final results presented in the next
paragraph have been obtained.

5.3 Results
The assessment grades have been analysed by considering averages and standard deviations
along different parameter axes. The results are presented on the same grading scale as
described above. The averaging of several measuring points allows a non-integer scale to be
used. The results are split up in two parts.

5.3.1 Average performance per bit rate
All scores have been sorted out per bit rate and averaged. The same grading system as
mentioned above is used. The scores for the 128 kbps fragments are based on the stereo
fragments, the 320 kbps fragments cover stereo as weIl as 5-channel fragments (see
'castanets' in the next paragraph). The stereo fragments push up the 320 kbps scores a bit, but
for quick comparison it' s sufficiently accurate. A differentiation between the individual
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fragments will be made in the next paragraph. The 384 kbps fragments are all 5-channel. For
the Dolby DP561 Professional AC-3 encoder no stereo audio fragments were available so
these have no rating. See Table 5-3 for the score tab1es, Figure 5-1 shows the scores in three
diagrams. The bar on top of the scores indicates the standard deviation.

Table 5-3: Encoder performances

Encoder at 128 kbps Average Standard deviation
Philips AC-3 encoder 2.60 1.13
Dolby professional AC-3 encoder -- --
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 3.19 0.44
Encoder at 320 kbps Average Standard deviation
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.37 0.87
Dolby professional AC-3 encoder 3.48 0.76
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 3.62 0.78
Encoder at 384 kbps Average Standard deviation
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.64 0.70
Dolby professional AC-3 encoder 3.84 0.58
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 3.91 0.53
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Figure 5-1: Encoder perfonnances per bit rate

5.3.2 Average performance per audio fragment
In order to obtain a more clear view on the performance of the three encoders mentioned the
scores have been split up per audio fragment. This way fragment-specific coding difficulties
for each encoder may become visible. With the special points of attention for each fragment
(Tabie 5-1) parts of the Philips AC-3 encoder to be improved can be identified. Table 5-4 and
Figure 5-2 show the scores for each audio fragment.



Table 5-4: Encoder performances per audio fragment

Fraglnentl:5ch ident 320kbps 384 kbps
Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.

Philips AC-3 encoder 4.70 0.48 4.60 0.52
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 4.15 0.67 4.67 0.90
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 4.50 0.53 4.70 0.67
Fraglnent 2: applause 320 kbps 384 kbps

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 2.83 0.88 3.90 0.74
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 2.30 0.95 2.90 0.99
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 2.87 0.99 3.40 0.84
Fraglnent 3: guitar 320 kbps 384 kbps

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.10 1.20 4.05 1.05
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 4.60 0.52 4.40 0.70
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 4.20 0.45 4.45 0.50
Fraglnent 4: harpsiglock melody 320 kbps 384 kbps

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.00 1.00 3.20 0.92
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 3.60 0.63 3.90 0.91
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 3.40 0.84 3.88 0.97
Fragment 5: pitchyipe 320kbps 384 kbps

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 1.90 0.57 2.40 0.52
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 3.08 0.61 3.68 0.57
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 2.40 0.63 3.30 0.95
Fraglnent 6: seawash 320kbps 384 kbps

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.80 0.86 3.80 0.45
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 3.05 1.07 3.50 1.08
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 4.10 0.88 4.10 0.88
Fragment 7: thallleiln3 320kbps 384 kbps

Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.40 0.55 3.50 0.85
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder 3.60 1.07 3.85 0.93
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 3.13 0.55 3.55 0.94
Fraglnent 8: stop loving ]]8 kbps

Average Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 3.40 1.17
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder -- --
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 3.50 0.97
frqgment 9: castagn ]]8 kbps 320kbps

Average Std. dev. 4verage Std. dev.
Philips AC-3 encoder 1.80 0.42 4.23 0.62
Dolby Professional AC-3 encoder -- -- -- --
Dolby AC-3 encoder simulation 2.88 0.65 4.36 0.59

52
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Figure 5-2: Encoder performances per audio fragment
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5.4 Subjective Iistening test conclusions
The perfonnance ofthe Philips AC-3 encoder is roughly at the same level as both Dolby
encoders tested. When examining the individual fragments the remaining differences can be
explained as follows.

• The castanets are not encoded properly. Probably correction ofthe masking threshold using
delta bit allocation must be adapted to the block switch flags or even disabled. The Dolby
Simulator doesn't apply delta bit allocation either. Probably the parameters controlling the
bit allocation process and the exponent strategy need some adjustment but this is only a
suspect and needs some further research.

• The Dolby Professional encoder scores low when encoding 'applause' and 'seawash'. This
may be caused by a wrong coupling strategy criterion. The Philips AC-3 encoder doesn't
apply coupling at all. The positive results ofthe Philips AC-3 encoder may be caused by a
totally new approach to exponent strategy. The difficulty is that the exponent strategy
algorithm employed by Dolby is not publicly available.

• 'pitch-pipe' scores low. The Dolby Professional encoder outperfonns both other encoders,
due to coupling being available. The Dolby Simulator has only been tested with coupling
disabled. Apparently this is a fragment that benefits from the coupling feature.

The similarities between the encoder results suggest that for all three encoders almost the
maximum coding gain achievable with AC-3 is reached. The AC-3 coding algorithm hardly
offers any further options due to the fixed setup (backward adaptive) bit allocation process
including the psycho acoustic model.

The fragment '5ch_ident' is very easy to encode and the expectation was that it would score 5
for all encoders at 384 kbps. However, this is not the case. The reason for this is that the setup
ofthe test listening test was blind and not double blind. In a double blind test the subject
doesn't know which fragment is original and which is encoded. In a such a test the scores for
the original fragments must be equated to 5 and the other scores are related to their originals.
This way the hesitation of the subject hearing a coding artefact or not would be removed. On
second thought the test had be to double blind. Unfortunately this conclusion can only be
drawn after the test results are available.

While encoding a typical stereo signal such as fragment 8 ('stop_loving') 128 kbps bit rate
seems to be quite low regarding the 3.5 score. The expectation is that a fixed bit rate of 192
kbps will obtain a entirely transparent encoding (no coding artefacts audible) for 'average'
stereo signais. The 50% additional bit rate will create enough safety margin to ensure
transparent coding. This responds to Dolby's claim ofrequiring 96 kbps per channel
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6. AC-3 compared to ISO/MPEG 2

This chapter describes the main differences between the Dolby AC-3 and ISO/MPEG-2 audio
encoding systems. Details conceming typical implementations are not covered unless
necessary when treating sound quality or complexity issues.

First the main differences between both coding systems are explained. Subsequently the
consequences on sound quality and encoder/decoder complexity are addressed.

6.1 Main differences in encoding techniques

6.1.1 Time-to-frequency conversion
AC-3 uses a Modified Discrete Cosine Transform to perform conversion ofthe input signal
from time to frequency domain. MPEG uses subband coding: a filter bank divides the
spectrum into 32 equi-width subbands.

6.1.2 Down-mixing to maintain compatibility
MPEG-2 is designed to be forward and backward compatible with MPEG-l. The main
difference between MPEG-l and MPEG-2 is that MPEG-l is only stereo and MPEG-2 allows
multi-channel configurations. Forward compatibility refers to a multi-channel MPEG-2 audio
decoder being able to properly handle a MPEG-l audio bit stream, backward compatibility
means an MPEG-l decoder can decode a multi-channel MPEG-2 bit stream, obtaining a pre
encoded stereo down-mix of the multi-channel signa!.

When an MPEG-2 encoder generates a multi-channel bit stream, a two-channel down-mix is
made from the multi-channel input. This two-channel mix is stored in the first two channels to
be transmitted. The remaining channels contain the residual signais. An MPEG-l decoder
only extracts the first two channels containing the mix, a MPEG-2 decoder handles all
channels. The down-mixing step is referred to as matrixing in MPEG-2.

AC-3 treats all audio channels in the same way. There' s no compatibility with previous audio
coding systems.

6.1.3 Variabie versus fixed bit rate
Although being implemented in the Philips AC-3 encoder, AC-3 does not officially support
variabie bit rate encoding as opposed to MPEG-2.

6.1.4 Forward adaptive versus backward adaptive bit allocation
MPEG uses forward adaptive bit allocation (paragraph 3.3): the bit allocation for every
mantissa is explicitly conveyed in the MPEG bit stream as side information. AC-3 uses
backward adaptive allocation with parametric bit allocation. This means that the decoder
computes the bit allocation from the audio signal exponents and a parameter set configuring
the psycho acoustic model.
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6.1.5 Number of channels when encoding in multi-channel mode
On DVD MPEG-2 offers the possibility of using 8 independent channels (the so-called 7.1
mode). When using AC-3 on DVD, the specification limits this audio system to 5.1 channel
mode.

6.1.6 Scaleable complexity using layers
MPEG-2 audio coding is divided is three layers [7]. Each layer offers an increasing
compression rate at an increasing complexity thus adapting to the application's demands. This
way encoder and decoder cost can be reduced removing superfiuous complexity. Paragraph
6.3 goes deeper into this issue. AC-3 offers no scaleable complexity.

6.1.7 Marketing position
As far as DVD-video is concemed AC-3 is the audio standard in the NTSC countries (USA,
Japan). Dolby Labs uses Dolby Digital as a new trademark for AC-3, although both audio
coding systems are incompatible. Dolby Digital is known from its cinema applications. From
this movie background Dolby tries to strengthen its share in DVD audio towards the consumer
market by positioning AC-3 as being the succession to Dolby ProLogic (paragraph 1.1). Due
to aggressive marketing strategies AC-3 is gaining publicity in the cinema industry as well as
the consumer market.

On the other hand MPEG-2 is the proposed audio coding system on DVD in PAL-countries
such as Europe, Asia except Japan and Australia. MPEG is also the compression algorithm
used in Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and in many PC audio applications. MPEG-1 used
to be the audio coding standard on the Digital Compact Cassette, which did not break through.
MPEG-2 still has to settle down in the market for consumer electronics but MPEG-2 is likely
to become the major audio coding standard on DVD for PAL-countries.

6.2 Impacts on sound quality and compression rate
In advertisements and audio magazines AC-3 and MPEG-2 are depicted as close contenders.
Generally this is true, due the far-reaching similarities between both coding systems. This
paragraph tries to describe the consequences on the audio quality resulting from the
differences stated above. The pros and cons of AC-3 conceming audio quality and
compression rate are put together in comparison to MPEG-2.

6.2.1 Strengths of AC-3 audio encoding
AC-3 offers a higher frequency resolution by simply performing a high-resolution transform
thus obtaining 256 discrete frequency bands. For some critical test sounds this high frequency
resolution is advantageous. When encoding 'pitchyipe' (see chapter 5) for example the
configuration ofthe harmonics ofthe tones causes most ofthe 32 subbands in MPEG-2 to be
enabled. Because ofthe fine frequency resolution of AC-3 most bins get no allocation; this
saves bits for the more important bins. Generally signals with sharply defined spectra (very
tonal spectra) show suchlike behaviour.

Because of the backward adaptive bit allocation very few bits have to be spent to bit
allocation so this also saves bits that may be spent to the mantissas itself.
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6.2.2 Drawbacks of AC-3 audio encoding
AC-3 offers fixed bit rate only. This implies the bit rate has to be adjusted to the most
demanding parts and to many bits will be spent to less complicated parts of the audio
fragment. This means the average bit rate will be set to the peak demand ofthe input signal,
otherwise the encoding won't be transparent. MPEG-2 solves this problem by al10wing
variabie bit rate and thus significantly decreasing the average bit rate. The variabie bit rate
feature implemented in the Philips AC-3 encoder is primarily intended for research purposes
and is not specified in the AC-3 standard.

The backward adaptive bit allocation employed in AC-3 has its drawbacks. Once the psycho
acoustic model is recorded in the standard and decoders are sold there's no possibility of
improving the model anymore. In AC-3 parametric bit allocation is used to overcome this
problem, but the defined parameter set is restricting the bit allocation process. The parameters
al10w some adjustment ofthe model behaviour but the essential steps in the computation from
input signal to bit allocation can't be changed any more. If in the future an improvement of
the psycho acoustic model shows up applying a radical1y different approach MPEG audio
coding has no problem putting it into use: only the encoder changes. AC-3 won't be able to
take over this new model because the decoders wouldn't be compatible any more. Delta bit
allocation isn't quite a solution to this problem because even ifthe correcting segments offer a
significant better bit allocation the segment information itself take up a lot of valuable bits in
the bit stream.

In AC-3 coupling makes a mono signal from several channels starting from a certain
frequency bin. The mono-component allows no control over the individual channel parts. This
is dangerous and will certainly lead to coding artefacts when coding noisy uncorrelated
signals (this may be the reason that 'seawash' and 'applause' in paragraph 5.3.2 score low).
The relatively bad performance of the Dolby Professional encoder may be imputed to
unreliable coupling detection (the Philips AC-3 encoder uses no coupling and the Dolby
Encoder Simulation has been tested with the coupling feature disabled).

MPEG-2 allows audio coding at maximal1y 912 kbps on DVD when employing variabie bit
rate while AC-3 is limited to 448 kbps. The higher bit rate offers a potential1y higher audio
quality for critical signais.

6.3 Impacts on encoder and decoder complexity
Complexity is an important issue when considering decoder cost. The more complex a
decoder the more expensive it will beo Encoder complexity and cost are less relevant for most
oftoday's applications. For instance encoding is only performed while authoring DVD's.
Encoder cost becomes an more important issue when DVD recordable becomes available for
the consumer market.

6.3.1 Strengths of AC-3 audio encoding
Some parts ofthe AC-3 coding scheme are simpier than compared to MPEG. One ofthem is
the absence of down-mixing in the encoder. Matrixing in MPEG-2 implies matrix
multiplication in the encoder and inverse matrix multiplication in the decoder. Due to
quantisation errors the inverse matrix computation may become unstable. Complex measures
have to be taken to avoid these situations.
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MPEG has another disadvantage in this context. To remain compatible with MPEG-l the bit
rate ofthe encoded bit stream has to be limited to 384 kbps. When MPEG-2 requires a higher
bit rate a separate bit stream is generated which contains the extra information on top of the
base stream. AC-3 always uses one bit stream to include all coded information up to 640 kbps,
the maximum bit rate available in AC-3.

Variabie bit rate encoding is in fact simpier than fixed bit rate because no iteration on SNR
has to be performed. However, when authoring DVD's audio as well as video have to be put
on one disc and they share the same bit space. When employing variabie bit rate audio
encoding the video coding algorithm must allow for this which makes the video encoding and
multiplexing parts more complex.

6.3.2 Drawbacks of AC-3 audio encoding
The backward adaptive bit allocation of AC-3 requires the same psycho acoustic model in the
decoder as in the AC-3 encoder, as already mentioned before. This makes the decoder more
complex. MPEG operates very straightforward: all necessary information is already included
in the bit stream.

MPEG offers layering. Three layers are available to the encoder, each ofthem offering its
own level of sophistication. Layer I is the simplest algorithm but offers the lowest
compression gain. Layer 111 is the opposite. This way encoder and decoder complexity can be
scaled to the target application. For applications for which cost is a very important issue a
lower compression rate may suffice. On the other hand some applications require as much
compression as possible. MPEG comes towards these requirements with layering. AC-3 has
no scaleable complexity

The only differentiation that can be made in AC-3 is the split up between stereo and multi
channel encoders and decoders. The problem with stereo AC-3 decoders is that the entire
multi-channel bit stream must be decoded to obtain a stereo down-mix. MPEG stereo is much
more developed from that point of view, as already mentioned in paragraph 6.1.2. For the
same reason AC-3 is not backward compatible with any previous audio coding standard as
opposed to MPEG-2 being compatible with MPEG-l.

The bit rate ofMPEG-l is limited to 384 kbps. Because MPEG-2 had to remain compatible
with MPEG-l all MPEG-2 data in excess to 384 kbps has to be conveyed in a separate bit
stream which is ignored by MPEG-l decoders. The MPEG-l decoder only decodes the 384
kbps bit stream. This allows smaller input buffers in MPEG stereo decoders. In AC-3 all data
up to 640 kbps is stored in one bit stream, so input buffers have to be designed to handle up to
this bit rate.

The only way of correcting a masking threshold freely is applying delta bit allocation.
However, delta bit allocation doesn't work properly as far as being implemented now. This is
because the benefit the delta bit allocation doesn't balance the number of bits needed to
convey the segments in the bit stream. Correction becomes to complex this way and therefore
less useful.
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7. Conclusions

An application to encode audio according to the AC-3 specification has been implemented.
The pros and cons of AC-3 audio coding have been examined. AC-3 has been compared to
MPEG-2 using a subjective listening test.

7.1 Technical considerations
AC-3 is generally set up in a straightforward manner, this is the strongest benefit of AC-3
audio encoding. However, in some cases too much simplification is done at the cost of a
decreasing audio quality. This loss of quality can be compensated for by choosing a higher bit
rate. Examples of these simplifications are

• The block switching flags are an indication of the transform length. The window function
is the same regardless of these block switching flags. From a mathematical point ofview
this is very awkward. However when the bandwidth is carefully set and the bit rate is high
enough side effects become inaudible.

• Coupling generates mono channels from a certain frequency upward. This mono channel
contains some of the input channels at equal level mixed into one channel. This is fairly
simple but this technique is dangerous when encoding noisy signais. Coupling is not
implemented yet so properties ofthis technique still have to be examined.

• All channels are coded independently; two channel down-mixing occurs in the decoder, not
in the encoder.

The AC-3 bit stream syntax [1] has some bit stream constraints put in which are intended to
decrease hardware implementation complexity of decoders. These restrictions refer to the
length of some ofthe 6 blocks ofwhich an AC-3 frame is built up. The length of audio blocks
o+ 1 shall not exceed 5/8 of the total frame length. After having read 5/8 frame the CRC 1
can be computed so this restriction indicates a maximum required size for the input buffer in
the decoder. However, to make sure this condition will always be obeyed the encoder has to
employ some techniques which are considered to be non-optimal for the audio coding process.
The way of grouping the exponents in the bit stream in one ofthem. For example when the

exponent strategy~ is selected for a certain frame it's possible that the end
ofblock 1 moves over the 5/8 frame limit. To overcome this the exponent strategy must be
adjusted to spread the load through the entire frame. It's c1ear that this practice generally
results in a sub-optimal coding solution.

MPEG-2 offers backward and forward compatibility with MPEG-I. The price of this feature
is high: severe matrixing problems may occur and two bit streams are needed for bit rates
higher then 384 kbps. The question is whether the increased complexity (and thus cost and
computationalload) benefits the compatibility.
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7.2 AC-3 versus MPEG-2
Although MPEG-2 has the potentialof achieving a higher coding gain AC-3 continues the
success of Dolby Prologic. MPEG's complexity offers a lower bit rate for the same audio
quality, but AC-3 is set up more simple at the cost of an increasing bit rate. Technical
perfection seems to be no guarantee for commercial success, although MPEG-2 may become
the major audio standard in PAL countries once DVD is introduced.
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8. Recommendations

Some things remain open after this graduate research. These points will be addressed point
by-point in this chapter.

• Some features available in AC-3 are not implemented yet. They are listed in paragraph
4.19 and still have to be exploited.

• The encoder implemented is still computationally inefficient at this moment. Further
optimisation of the source code will result in speed improvements. Especially the delta bit
allocation process takes a lot of time.

• Variabie bit rate is available but in some cases it's not operating optimally. The DC-offset
in the difference between both masking thresholds still has to be taken in account.

• Maintain synchronous software development on multiple platforms. Silicon Graphics is
still widely used but the PC platform is coming up on the scene of audio coding. This is
because PC performances are growing rapidly and they are becoming comparable to DSP
solutions for audio coding. The required hardware is considerably cheaper than dedicated
DSP boards.
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Appendix A: Formulation of the graduate research

This appendix contains the formulation of the graduate research in Dutch.

IMPLEMENTEREN VAN EEN TRANSFORM-GEBASEERDE AUDIO-ENCODER

Introductie

In een perceptuele audio-codec wordt datareductie gerealiseerd door de eigenschappen van het menselijk gehoor
te benutten. De in omloop zijnde codeer-oplossingen zijn gebaseerd op een tijd-naar-frequentie omzetting
middels een filterbank (zoals toegepast in de gestandaardiseerde ISO/MPEG audio-codeerschema's) of middels
een transformatie zoals een Discrete Cosine Transform (zoals toegepast in het AC-3 codeerschema van Dolby).

In de MPEG-standaarden en in de AC-3 specificatie is de syntax van de gecodeerde data-bitstroom en de
decoder-werking exact vastgelegd. Daarentegen is de encoder-specificatie opengelaten om toekomstige
verbeteringen in de diverse benodigde bouwblokken mogelijk te maken (zoals in het psycho-akoestisch model
dat gehoordrempels voorspelt), en om de encoder te kunnen aanpassen aan de toepassing.

Het werk aan audio-codecs bij Philips Consumer Electronics concentreert zich op de filterbank-codecs zoals
toegepast in MPEG I en MPEG2. Daarnaast bestaat een dringende behoefte om de sterktes en de zwaktes van het
concurrerende Dolby AC-3 systeem (ook wel Dolby Digital genoemd) nader te onderzoeken. Dit onderzoek kan
aan de hand van het implementeren van een AC-3 encoder; een software decoder is reeds geïmplementeerd door
Philips Consumer Electronics, ASA Lab - Eindhoven.

Afstudeeropdracht

Doel is het implementeren van een AC-3 5.I-kanaals audio-encoder en het aan de hand hiervan analyseren van
de sterktes en de zwaktes van het AC-3 codeerschema. De encoder moet een zo hoog mogelijke kwaliteit bieden.
Vanwege de genoemde vrijheid in de encoder kan een stapsgewijze benadering gevolgd worden: eerst wordt een
eenvoudige encoder geïmplementeerd die een geldige AC-3 bit stroom kan voortbrengen. Vervolgens worden de
bouwblokken van de encoder perceptueel geëvalueerd en zo mogelijk/nodig verbeterd. Voor de implementatie
kan gedeeltelijk gebruik gemaakt worden van diverse bouwblokken uit de bestaande Philips MPEG audio codec
software en de AC-3 decoder software.

De implementatie dient geschreven te worden in ANSI C. Aspekten voor real-time oplossingen, zoals vertraging
en geheugengebruik, dienen te worden beschouwd. Een belangrijk deel van het werk is overleg binnen de
werkomgeving over de te maken keuzes.

De voortgang van het afstudeerprojekt zal wekelijks worden besproken door de afstudeerder en dagelijkse
Philips-begeleiders. De afstudeerder brengt vervolgens schriftelijk verslag van het overleg uit aan de TUE
begeleider. Maandelijks vindt een overleg plaats (afwisselend op de TUE en bij Philips) met de afstudeerder,
dagelijkse Philips-begeleiders en TUE-begeleider. Het resultaat van de opdracht dient vastgelegd te worden in
een Engelstalig verslag, waarbij ook duidelijk moet worden vermeld waarom bepaalde keuzes gemaakt zijn.

Aanvang, duur & lokatie

Periode: 4 december 1996 t/m 31 juli 1997
Lokatie: Advanced Systems and Applications Laboratory van Sound & Vision

Philips Consumer Electronics
Gebouw SFJ-7
Glaslaan 2
5616 LD Eindhoven.



Appendix 8: Usage of the Multi-channel AC-3 encoder

This appendix describes the usage ofthe Philips Multi-channel AC-3 encoder. The start
command is

ac3enc [options] input file

Example: ac3enc -m2 -flO -ooutputfile.ac3 inputfile.wav

Input file must be wav, aiff, aifc or au type. Valid options in version 1.4 are:
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-a Disable block switching
-b<first frame>

-d<Debug number in hex>

Default is block switching enabled
Indicates the first frame number to write in output
file. Default is from beginning of the input file
Default value is 0, see table below

Number Data in debug file
I Bit stream values

2 Exponent strategy

4 Expanded exponents

8 Expanded mantissas and bit allocation
pointers

10 Packed exponents
20 Packed mantissas

40 Bit allocation statistical data

80 MDCT transforrn coefficients
100 Bit rate information
200 Asymmetric quantisation test

Number Data in debug file
400 Expanded quantised mantissas

800 Pcm sample data and block switch
flags

1000 Pcm sample data and block switch
flags without frame numbers

2000 Psycho acoustic model data

4000 FFT window data
8000 Masking threshold computed for delta

bit allocation
10000 Initialisation of psycho acoustic model

tables
20000 Delta bit allocation segments
40000 Bit position ofblocks in frame

-e<last frame>

-E Assume EBU channel order in input file

Indicates the last frame number to write in output
file. Default is to end ofthe input file
This option overrides the -0.. -I.. etc. parameters
See table below.

5.1 nwde (LFE on)
Channel Speaker

0 L left
I R right
2 C centre
3 LFE subwoofer
4 SL surround left
5 SR surround right

5.0 nwde: (LFE oj])
Channel Speaker i'

0 L left
1 R right
2 C centre
3 SL surround left
4 SR surround right

-f<bit rate code> Default is 14, Only meaningful when using fixed bit rate
See table below.
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Code Bit rate
0 32 kbps
1 40 kbps
2 48 kbps
3 56 kbps
4 64 kbps
5 80 kbps
6 96 kbps
7 112 kbps
8 128 kbps
9 160 kbps

Code Bit rate
10 192 kbps
11 224 kbps
12 256 kbps
13 320 kbps
14 384 kbps
15 448 kbps
16 512 kbps
17 576 kbps
18 640 kbps

-g<lower bit rate limit code>

-h Show basic help screen
-hx Show extended help screen
-i Disable rematrixing
-I Output file in IEC 61937 format
-j<upper bit rate limit code>

-k<channel bandwidth code>

-I Enable LFE channel in output file
-m<output channel mode>

Default is value 0, Bit rate codes same as -f option
Only meaningful when using variabie bit rate

Default is matrixing enabled in 2/0 mode
Default is only raw AC-3 bit stream in output file
Default is value 18, Bit rate codes same as -f option
Only meaningful when using variabie bit rate
Valid range is [0...60], Default is variabie bandwidth code
Same bandwidth code for all uncoupled channels
Default is no LFE channel
Must be specified, no default value. See table below

Mode no. Conjiguration
0 1+1 mode Chl, Ch2
I 1/0 mode C
2 2/0 mode L,R
3 3/0 mode L,C,R

Mode no. Conjiguration
4 2/1 mode L.R.S
5 3/1 mode L,C,R,S
6 2/2 mode L,R,SL,SR
7 3/2 mode L,C,R,SL,SR

-o<outputfile>

-q Output file in karaoke mode

-v<output file description string>

-0 Writes output file to standard
output device

-p<path for writing debug files>

-r Use variabIe bit rate
-s Silent mode
-t Suppress delta bit allocation
-u<margin>

-n Suppress changing of exponent strategy By default, the exponent strategy is adjusted when
size of blocks 0 + 1 combined exceeds 5/8 frame size
Must be specified, except when using -z option.
No default value
This option overrides -0 parameter
This option can be overridden by -z parameter
Indicates directory where to put debug files
specified with -d. Default is current directory
When using karaoke mode, output channel configuration
must be 2/0 mode or higher. See -m parameter.
Default is fixed bit rate
Suppresses all screen output, Default is non-silent mode
Default is delta bit allocation on
Indicates margin between the masking threshold and the level
ofthe highest frequency component still encoded. The low-
pass cut-offfrequency is determined by this highest frequency
component. Unit: dB Valid range is [0..30] Default value is
15 dB. Automatic setting of bandwidth can be overridden
with -k parameter
Max. length 60 characters. Text is written in user auxiliary
data of second frame in output file. Default is no description

-w Write a byte swapped output file Default is no byte swap, i.e. syncword will be OB77
-y Switch dithering off Default is dithering flag set, except with block switching
-z Suppress the generation of AC-3 output file
-0..5<0..5> Manual routing ofmulti-channel audio

First digit specifies the input channel, second digit specifies
the output channel. Example: -00 -11 -25 can be used in 2/0
mode and Ife on. Default is automatic setting of channel
ordering. When using this option, automatic setting is
disabled. Input channels not specified are discarded
This option can be overridden by -e parameter
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Appendix C: MOCT computed by evaluating a OFT

This appendix shows how the MDCT may be computed by performing a Discrete Fourier
Transform. This method holds for N=512 as weU as for N=256. The example is based on the
long transform although the computation is analogous for the short transforms.

The definition formula ofthe forward MDCT is repeated.

-2 N-\ (2Jr Jr)X[k]=-L x[n]·cos -(2n+I)(2k+I)+-(2k+l)
N II~O 4N 4

Rearranging the cosine argument yields

N
N=512 and 0::; k < 2
k integer

2 N-\ { }X[k]==- L x[n]·cos Jr(2k+lXn+~+1')
N II~O N

Separating the last quarter of the 512-sample block yields

s
2 N-l 2 -.

X[k]= ~ ~x[n- ~]'cos[2;(k+t)(n+t)] + -=--L x[n- ~+N].cos[2;(k+t)(n+N+t)]
11=, N II~O

Simplification of the second cosine yields

\'

2 N-\ 2 •
X[k]= ~- ~x[n-~lcos[~(k+t)(n+t)] - 7v-~ x[n-~+Nlcos[:Jff(k+t)(n+t)]

•

Apply the substitution: d[n] =-xln+ t N]

d[n]=x[n-tN]

This yields

O::;n<~

~::;n<N-l

2 N-I

X[k] ==---- Ld[n}cos[2ff(k + t)(n + t)]
N n~O

Separation of the odd and even terms yields

-2 +-\
X[k]= - L (d[2n]-d[N -1-2n]-cos[- 2:(k +t)(2n+t)]

N n~O
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The substitutions tJn] ={d[4n]- d[N -}- 4n] } .e-j~!11

and tz(n] = { d[4(n+t)]-d[N-}-4(n+n]}·e-j~(II+n yield

Ifthe summations are replaced by TJ[k] and T2[k] with Tx[k] the N/4-point complex DFT of
tx[n] the conversion from DFT to MDCT shows up.
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Appendix D: Constraints for the windowing function

In this appendix the constraints for the windowing function are briefly described. Refer to [18]
for a proof.

When no block switching occurs the filter length N=512 and the transform is given by

where x[n] is the windowed input sequence. Rearranging the cosine argument yields

2 N-[ { }
X[k]= ......- L x[n]·cos Jr (2k+lXn+!+~)

N n=O N

The basis function [16] ofthe synthesis filter bank is defined by

where h[n] is the window function. With this set of basis functions two constraints are derived
in [18] for h[n].

1. h[N-l-n]=h[n]

2. h2[n]+h2[n+~]=1

The first constraint requires the window to be symmetrical with respect to its centre. The
second constraint determines that the squared and subsequently overlapped window
coefficients add to 1. The window coefficients stated in [1] conform to these two conditions.
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